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To the learner

Congratulations to all of you Peace Corps Trainees and Volunteers for your
acceptance to learn a new language. Of course learning a new language is not easy,
but with dedication you will make it and achieve your goals.
This manual is competency based and contains useful expressions related to all
training components such as technique, health, safety and security. This will build
up your ability to communicate in local language and will bring you closer to the
community with which you will work.
This capacity will also enable you to know your community better. You will
participate effectively and with increased personal satisfaction in the type of
cultural and technical exchange that Peace Corps has been advocating for since its
creation.
Some suggestions for succeeding in this learning process are being receptive and
taking risks. Use the new language, analyze it and be methodic. Search for new
words with friends, host families, and counterparts.
The training staff invites you to share your comments in the event that it becomes
necessary to revise the material. Any kind of feedback would be most welcomed.
Send it to:
Peace Corps Togo Training Manager
B.P.3194
Lome´, Togo
Have fun and enjoy using this manual.
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The lama alphabet
The lama alphabet has 25 letters: 10vowels and 15 consonants.
A

C

Ɖ

E

Ɖ

E

Ɛ

F

G

Ɣ

H

a

b

c

d

ɖ

e

ɛ

f

g

ɩ

h

I

Ɩ

J

K

L

M

N

Ŋ

O

Ɔ

i

ɩ

j

k

l

m

n

ŋ

o

ɔ

P

R

S

T

U

Ʋ

V

W

Y

Z

p

r

s

t

u

υ

v

w

y

z

Vowels
a

e

ɛ

i

ɩ

o

ɔ

u

υ

Tones
The Kabiye language h
ɖ
ɖ

night
mother
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The Kabiye alphabet is nearly phonetic. In general, each letter represents a single sound,
and a given sound is always represented by a single letter (or combination of letters).
Letter

Pronunciation
(similar sound in English)

Kabiye
Example

English
Translation

a

father

áfà

pig

b

boy

ábálὺ

man

c

church

cίnὲ

here

d

dog

Hódò

Monday

ɖ

leather (but made by flicking the
tongue against the palate toward the
back of the mouth)

ɖɔm

salt

e

mate

ɖéɖé

yesterday

ɛ

red, bet

ὲgɔm

stranger

f

fish

Káfáɖà.

Excuse me.

g

go

Tógódὺ

Togolese

ɣ

pretend you are gargling at the end of
the syllable

haɣ
fénaɣ

dog
moon

say ''egg-beater'' fast ; drop the ''-ter''
then the first ''e''

nátaŋgbálà

sandals

h

hat

hálὺ

wife, woman

i

feet

Súkúli

School

ɩ

bit

hábίyέ

road

j

jogging

ὲjam

weak, small one

k

kitten

kὶyákὺ

market

say pick-pocket fast;
drop the ''-ket'' then the ''pi''

kpákpásὶ

fishes

l

lady

alafia

health

m

man

Mówóki.

I go.

mbɔm

Cassava

gb

kp

mb
n

net

sɔnɔ

today

ŋ

sing

naŋ
Ŋlὶwa lέ?

cows
(morning greeting)

ñɔsὶ or nyɔsὶ

hair

ñ or ny

French "peigner", Spanish "señor"
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Letter

Pronunciation
(similar sound in English)

Kabiye
Example

English
Translation

o

no

ɖóɖòò

our mother

ɔ

paw, log

sɔnɔ

today

p

pick

Pὶlábá tásὶ.

See you later.

r

Africa (but roll the "r" a little)

Afrika

Africa

s

sit

sɔsɔ

big

t

tip

tέtὺ

town, nation

u

loop

súkúli

school

υ

between "o" and "u", but the sound
remains only in the throat

hálὺ

wife, woman

v

vat

ὲválὺ

male initiate

w

wish

wálὺ

husband

y

you

piyà

children

z

zip

cɔzɔ

grandfather

Notes:
Sometimes b and p are used as the same letter
For example:

páyam se
báyam se

c

becomes j when it is in the word (not at the beginning)
For example:

cáá
manjáá

k

my name is
my name is
father
my father

becomes g when it is in the word (not at the beginning)
For example:

kɔm
mɔngɔŋ

to come
I come

Vowel length
A doubled vowel indicates that the vowel sound is lengthened. This can be very
significant, as in:
ὲwóki
ὲὲwóki

he goes
he doesn’t go
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Lesson 1
Greetings

Objectives:
After studying this lesson, trainees will be able to:
1. Use the specific vocabulary related to greetings to greet people at the different
times of the day
2. Use the specific verbs in the present tense
3. Discuss cultural notes related to greeting
4. Ensure their own security through interpersonal relationships
5. Practice greeting in the community while respecting the social and cultural norms
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Dialogue
Maureen meets Abide at the post office around eight in the morning and she greets her.
Maureen:

Ðóɖòò, ŋlὶwá lέ?

Abiɖe:

Yáá, tɔnὺ dá yɔ?

Maureen:

Alafɩa, tὺmίyὲ yɔ?

Abiɖe :
Maureen:

Mám mám mám
Pὶlábá tásὶ

Abiɖe :

Pὶlábá tásὶ

Dialogue in English
Maureen:
Abide:
Maureen:
Abide:
Maureen:
Abide:

Good morning, Madam.
Ok, how do you feel?
Fine, what about your job?
Very well
See you soon
See you soon

Cultural notes
Greeting is a moral and social obligation that should not be neglected.
It's a sign of respect.
You greet people first before you talk about anything else.
For an elder, a Chief or a notable... you bend down or genuflect while
greeting.
You don't snap fingers with elders and women.
You initiate greeting with elders but not hand shaking.
Greeting is not only to ask about people's health but also to show interest in a
person or to engage the conversation.
Greeting eases your integration and acceptance in the community. Therefore
people are ready to help you whenever you have a problem or a safety and
security issue.
Words and Useful expressions
Different greetings
Ŋlὶwá lέ?
Ñánà wίsὶ
Ñánà ɖánaɣ
Ñánà ɖánaɣ

or

Good morning.
Good afternoon.
Good evening.
Good evening or night.

(6H00 AM - 11H00 AM)
(11H00 AM – 4H00 PM)
(4H00 PM - 6H00 PM)
(6H00 PM - )

Ñánà ɖóó
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Periods of the day
tánaŋ

morning
in the morning
noon
evening
in the evening
night
in the night

tánaŋdὲ
wὶsίdà
ɖánaɣ
ɖánaɣyaɣ
ɖóó
ɖóódá

Titles
Ðóɖòò

Madam, old woman
Mister, old man
young lady
young man
today
tomorrow
yesterday
What's the day of today?
What's today's date?
What's tomorrow day?
what's yesterday date?

Ðájàà
Pὲlɔ
Éfébú
sɔnɔ
céé
ɖéɖé
Sɔnɔ wé?
Céé wé?
Ðéɖé wé?
Cίla wiye

Twins' names

the day of Wednesday
Ðoma hɩla

Boy

Boy

Girl

Girl

Boy

Girl

Kpácáá

Tɔɩ

Nὲmὲ

Náká

Kpácáá

Náká

Tɔɩ

Nὲmὲ

Some verbs
wὲwυ
lɩwυ
ɖówυ
kὺyὺὺ

to be, be present , exist
to go out
to sleep
to get up

Expression
Ŋgυyá cámὶyὲ na?
Alafɩa
Mɔŋgυya alafɩa.
Ŋɖó cámὶyὲ na?

Did you wake up well?
(Are you fine?)
Fine
I woke up well (I am fine)
Did you sleep well (are you fine)
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Ŋlὶwá lέ?
Ɩlὶwá lέ?
Ŋwὲ alafɩa?
Alafɩa wὲ?
Ŋwὲ mbυ (ɖew na)?
Tɔnυ wὲ mbυ (lὲ)?
Yáá, yóó
Tɔnὺ dá yɔ?
pυá/piyá
Piyá yɔ?
ɖaɣ
ɖaɣ mba
Ɖaɣ mba yɔ?
Ñέdέ mba yɔ?
Pέwὲ alafɩa.
tὺmὶyὲ yɔ?
Tὺmὶyὲ dá yɔ?
Hálὺ yɔ?
káfáɖà
Tálὶ ɖéw.
Ɩtalὶ ɖéw.
Kábὶtὲ
Kábὶtὲ wá
Ŋgɔ lɔŋ.
lɔŋ
Wóló ŋgɔ.
Ŋɖɔ cámὶyὲ.
Ŋwὲ péɖé na?
Ña yɔ?
Pύɖɔŋ cámὶyὲ na?
Ɛsɔ kύsὶ.
Ŋɖó cámὶyὲ na ?
Pὶlákὶ tásὶ.
Pὶlábá tásὶ.
Pὶlábá céé.
Pὶlábá wídí.

Did you come out?
(from the room)? Good morning
Good morning
(you plural, you polite)
Are you fine?
Are you fine?
So, are you fine?
do you have a good health?
means that the person whom you are greeting accepts your
greeting.
What about your health?
child/children
What about the children?
house/home
people of the house
What about the people of the house?
What about the people of your house?
They are fine.
What about the job/ work?
What about the office?
What about the wife?
A word to announce one’s presence
Welcome.
Welcome. (you plural +you polite)
Welcome
Welcome (you plural +you polite)
Come back early (Be back early).
early, quickly
Go and come.
Safe journe
Are you there?
What about you/and you?.
Is it going well?
Have a good night.
Sleep well.
See you soon.
See you soon.
See you tomorrow.
See you someday.
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Exercises
1)

How do you greet?
From 6H00 AM. – 11H00 AM
From 11H00 AM – 4H00 PM.
From 4H00 PM – 6H00 PM
From 6H00 PM

2)

Give the name of the following days and the related name
Wednesday
Friday
Sunday
Tuesday
Saturday

3)

You take a walk around 4:30 p.m. You meet the Director of the Secondary School
of your site. Greet him appropriately in Kabiye.

4)

After the class you meet the chief of the village at 12:30. Greet him and take leave
of him.

5)

At noon, you see a woman near your house. Greet her and say good-bye in Kabiye

Grammar notes:
The subject pronouns
Kabiye

English

má

I

ŋ

you (singular)

ὲ

s/he

ɖɩ

we

ɩ

you (plural)

pá

they

Rule: In Kabiye, the subject pronouns are attached to the verb which follows.
For the verb wɛwυ (to be), the vowel ''a'' of the subject pronouns ''ma'', the first person
singular and ''pa'', the third person plural change to ''ɛ'', the rest remains the same in the
present tense.
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alafɩa wὲwυ

(to be in good health)
I feel fine
You feel fine

Mὲwὲ alafɩa.
Ŋwὲ alafɩa.

ὲwὲ alafɩa.

He feels fine
We feel fine
You feel fine
They feel fine

Ðɩwὲ alafɩa.
Ɩwὲ alafɩa.
Pὲwὲ alafɩa.

The verbs with -wu/-wυ at the end of infinitive change to -wa in the past tense
ɖówu

ɖówa

(to sleep)
lὶwυ (to come out)

(slept)
lɩwá (came out)

The verbs with υυ at the end of the infinitive change to ya in the past tense.
kὺyὺὺ

kὺyá

(to wake up)

(woke up)

They are used in the context of greeting to know literally whether you have slept well, you
came out from your room, or you woke up.
The use of ''na'' and ''lɛ''

''na'' at the end of a sentence indicates a ''yes'' or ''no'' question
Ŋɖówá cámὶyὲ na?

did you sleep well?
did they sleep well?

Póɖówá cámὶyὲ na?

In the spoken language, ''wa'' is omitted
Ŋɖówá cámὶyὲ na?

= Ŋɖó cámὶyὲ na?

Póɖówá cámὶyὲ na?

= Póɖó cámὶyὲ na?

''lɛ'' is used with the verb lɩwυ (to come out) as a question marker
Ŋlὶwá lέ?

Did you come out from the room well?
Did they come out from the room well?

Pálὶwá lέ?

Exercises
1)

Complete the following dialogue and practice it with your classmate
A : --lὶwá lέ?
B:

Yáá, tὺmίyὲ ---------- ?

A:

---------------, Pυá yɔ?

B:

-------- -------- --------

A:

-------- tásὶ

B:

--------

-----
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2)

Use the following expressions to ask questions
Ðéw (ɖówu)
Alafɩa (wὲwυ)
Cámὶyὲ (kὺyὺὺ)
Tὺmίyὲ da yɔ?
Paul (wὲwυ) Alafɩa

3)

Rearrange the following sentences
Mám mám mám / alafɩa / mὲwὲ
lέ? / wɛ / mbυ / tɔnυ
Ðánaɣ / ñánà
na / cámὶyὲ / ŋɖó?

4)

Answer the following questions with the correct forms of the verb ''wɛwυ'' (to be)
Ŋ (wὲwυ) alafɩa?
Ɛ (wὲwυ) alafɩa?
Ɩ (wὲwυ) alafɩa?
Pá(wὲwυ) alafɩa?

5)

A pays visit to B (Complete the dialogue)
A

B
Tálὶ ɖéw

Ñánàɣ ɖánaɣ
Loma mba yɔ?
Pὶlábá céé

6)

Answer the following questions
Tɔnὺ dá yɔ?
Hálὺ yɔ?
Ñὲdὲ mba yɔ?
Sabina wὲ alafɩa?
Ŋlὶwá lέ?
Tὺmίyὲ dá yɔ?
Amerika mba yɔ?
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7)

Build a dialogue with the following expressions
Hálὺ yɔ?, mίnà ɖánaɣ, loma mba, yáá, kábὶtὲ

Situation
Your host father came back from Paris. Greet him and ask about his journey.
TDA
Go to one of the host family member. Greet her/him and answer the greeting. Write down
all new vocabulary you heard for next class.
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Lesson 2
Introduce oneself and someone else

Objectives:
After studying the lesson on introductions, trainees will be able to:
1. Use the vocabulary related to introducing oneself and someone else
2. Ask questions to know someone's identity
3. Use specific verbs related to introduction in the present tense
4. Discuss cultural notes related to introduction
5. Introduce oneself to a member of the host family and collect information about
him/her.
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Dialogue
Jeff, a Peace Corps Volunteer introduces himself and his friend Patrick to a counterpart
Jeff :

Ñánà wίsὶ

Náká :

Yáá. Páyaŋ súwe?

Jeff :
Náká :

Páyam se Jeff.
Lé ŋlὶna?

Jeff :

Mὲlὶna Seattle. Mɛngὲ Amerikadὺ

Náká:

Ɛbὲ ŋlákὶ?

Jeff :

Mɛngὲ Corps de la Paix sɔɔlɩm tὺmίyὲ laɖυ. Mantábálὺ yɔ. Páyaɩ se
Patrick. Ɛwὲ Akaba. Ɛlὶna San Francisco Amerika tέtὺ da. Ɛgὲ Corps
de la Paix sɔɔlɩm tὺmίy ὲ laɖυ ɖυɖɔ.

Náká :

Pὶwὲ ɖéw. Ɩtálὶ ɖéw.

Jeff :

Pὶlábà tásὶ

Dialogue in English
Jeff :
Naka :
Jeff :
Naka :
Jeff :
Naka :
Jeff :

Naka :
Jeff :

Good afternoon.
Ok (good afternoon), what is your name?
My name is Jeff.
Where do you come from?
I come from Seattle. I am American
What are you doing?
I'm Peace Corps Volunteer. This is my friend. His name is Patrick.
He is in Akaba. He comes from San Francisco in America. He is
also a Peace Corps Volunteer.
Very good. You are welcome
See you soon.

Cultural notes:
In general, presentation is not automatic, to know someone's name you have to
ask for it.
The first name, when it is not a Christian name corresponds to the day of the
week on which you are born (see below).
A way to show respect is to avoid calling people directly by their name but you
precede the name by words like:
baba
for old men
ɖoɖo
for old women
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Days of the week and related names

Day

English

Boy's name

Girl's name

Hódo

Monday

Hódábálo

Hódálo

Piyá

Tuesday

Piyábálo

Piyálo

Cίlá

Wednesday

Cίlábálo

Cίlálo

Sárákáwa

Thursday

Sárábálo

Sárákálo

Kúmea

Friday

Kumeabálo

Kumeálo

Mázaɣ

Saturday

Mázábálo

Mázálo

Kújúka

Sunday

Kújúkábálo

Kújúkálo

Words and useful expressions
Nationality/origin

Singular
Amerikadύ /Amerikabυa
Tógódύ

/Tógóbυa

Fransɩdύ

/Fransɩbυa

Benindύ

/Beninbυa

Ghanadύ

/Ghanabυa

American
Togolese
French
Beninese
Ghanaian

Plural
Amerika mba /Amerikabiya
Tógó mba

/Tógóbiya

Fransɩ mba

/Fransɩbiya

Benin mba

/Beninbiya

Ghana mba

/Ghanabiya

Americans
Togolese people
French people
Beninese people
Ghanaians

Some verbs
kὲwυ
labυ
lὶnaυ

to be
to do
to come from

Expressions
Páyam
Páyam se...
Súwe?
Páyaŋ súwe?
Payaɩ se...
Páyaɩ súwe?

They call me
My name is...
What?
How they call you? What is your name?
They call him that...(his name is)
How they call him? (What's his name)?
14
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Mὲlὶna
Mὲlὶna Seattle
lé
Ŋlὶna lé/lé ŋlὶna?
Mɛngὲ
Mɛngὲ Tógódύ.
ɖύ
Ŋgɛ lé dύ?
Mɛngɛ Corps de la Paix

I am from...
I am from Seattle
where
Where are you from?
I am
I am Togolese.
nationality/origin
Where are you from?
I am Peace Corps Volunteer.

sɔɔlɩm tὺmίyὲ laɖύ.
Ɛbὲ?
Ɛbὲ ŋlakὶ?
Ŋɖɩ?
Tὺmίyὲ ŋɖɩ ŋlakὶ?
wiyaw
Tὶla
haɖύ
súkúlibυa
ɖákὺta
kólú
cíca
wɩlɩyύ
lorɩsayύ
ansaɩ tὺmίyὲ laɖύ
káfɩnta
ñɔsὶ hυmυyυ
kela kɔyɛ laɖύ
kɔyɛ laɖύ
tadɩέ laɖύ

What?
What are you doing?
What kind?
What kind of job are you doing?
What is your profession?
chief
Taylor or seamstress
farmer
schoolboy/schoolgirl / student
doctor
blacksmith
teacher
teacher
driver
civil servant
carpenter
barber
dentist
traditional doctor
trader

Exercises
1)

Answer the following questions
Páyaŋ súwe?
Páyaɩ súwe?
Lé ŋlὶna?
Ŋgὲ lé ɖύ?
Ɛbὲ ŋlakɩ?

2)

Make sentences using these words
Súkúlibυa; se, ɖύ; mɛngὲ; mὲlὶna
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3)

Use the same words to build a dialogue that will be practiced with a Kabiye
speaker.
You meet someone at nine. Greet him and introduce yourself to him.

4)
5)

You are at the ''buvette''. Someone comes to you and greets you. Answer the
greeting and ask questions to get to know him better.

Grammar notes
The plural of nouns in Kabiye takes various forms.
Nouns like cíca, ɖákúta, káfɩnta, have ''naa'' ending in plural.
Singular
Plural
cíca
cícanaa
teachers
ɖákὺta
ɖákὺtanaa
doctors
káfɩnta
káfɩntanaa
carpenters
Nouns ending with -υ/-u in singular, have their plural formed by dropping -υ/-u and
adding ''aa''.
Singular
Plural
haɖύ
haɖaa
farmers
kólú
kólaa
blacksmiths
lorɩsayύ
lorɩsayaa
drivers
kɔyɛ laɖύ
kɔyɛ laɖaa
traditional doctors
Other plural
wiyaw

awiya

súkúlibυa

súkúlibiya

chiefs
students, schoolboys/girls

Some verbs
Kὲwυ

(to be) belongs to the class which has a -wυ/-wu ending on the infinitive.
Its present tense form is:
For example:
Tógódύ kὲwυ
Mɛŋgέ

Togodύ

Ŋgέ

Togodύ

Ɛgέ

Togodύ

Ðɩgέ

Togodύ

Ɩgέ

Togodύ

Pὲgέ

Togodύ

to be Togolese
I am Togolese
You are Togolese
He is Togolese
We are Togolese
You are Togolese
They are Togolese

Lὶnaυ

(to come from) belongs to the class of verbs characterized by -nau/-naυ in the
infinitive. When used in the context of introduction, the past tense is used. ''Ɩ'' of the stem
changes to ''ɛ'' in the subject pronouns ''ma'' and ''pa''
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For example:
Boston lɩnaυ
Mὲlὶna

Boston

Ŋlὶna

Boston

Ɛlὶna

Boston

Ðɩlὶna

Boston

Ɩlὶna

Boston

Pὲlὶna

Boston

to come from Boston
I am from Boston
You are from Boston
He is from Boston
We are from Boston
You are from Boston
They are from Boston

Laɖύ

(to do) is characterized by a -bu/-bυ or -ɣu/-ɣυ ending on the infinitive. Ki/kɩ or
ku/kυ as the present tense ending.
For example:
Tυmɩyɛ labυ
Málakɩ

tὺmίyὲ

Ŋlakɩ

tὺmίyὲ

Ɛlakɩ

tὺmὶyὲ

Ðɩlakɩ

tὺmίyὲ

Ɩlakɩ

tὺmίy

Pálakɩ

tὺmίyὲ

to work
I work
You work
He works
We work
You work
They work

Exercises
1)

Answer these questions using the correct form of the verb
Ŋ (kὲwυ) lé dύ?
Pá (Lɩnaυ) lé?
Ɛbὲ Pá (Labυ)

2)

Make a sentence for each word below
Fransɩ mba, Ansaɩ tὺmίyὲ laɖύ, Amerikaɖύ, Ðákὺta, kólaa

3)

Rearrange the words in the following sentences
dύ / Ghana / ɛgέ
se / Páyam / Tom
tέtὺ / Fransɩ / mὲlὶna / da
sɔɔlɩm tὺmὶyὲ / Corps de la Paix/laɖύ / mantabalυ / gέ
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4)

Complete the dialogue and practice it with your classmate.
A : Páyaŋ súwé?
B: Páyam se
A: Lé ŋlɩna?

Etc.
5)

Translate into Kabiye
I am a Peace Corps Volunteer
She's an American
She's Togolese
You are from Blitta
Her name is Alice
You are Doctor

Situation 1
Your friend Jen pays you a visit. Introduce her to your host family.
Situation 2
The women's association of your post invites you to facilitate a meeting. Introduce
yourself to the group.
TDA
Go to Mr. X/Mrs. X.
Introduce yourself to him/her and get information about his/her origin, nationality, and
profession. Come and share the new experiences.
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Lesson 3
Present one's family

Objectives :
After studying the lesson on "introducing one's family", trainees will be able to:
1. Use the vocabulary related to family relationships and the numbers from 1 to 20 to
introduce their family
2. Use the possessive adjectives and the negative structure to introduce their family
members
3. Discuss cultural notes related to the family
4. Talk about their own family to a member of the community.
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Family tree
Lydia cejewiye

Lydia's family tree
Tebie

Mani

Sato

Timde

Mazalo

Male
Female
Rose

Lydia

Hodabalo

Lydia presents her family
Páyam se Lydia. Manjáá Sato nɛ monɖóó Mani gέ ansaɩ tυmɩyɛ laɖaa. Pέwὲ Sokode.
Páyaɣ mɔnjɔzɔ se Tebie; ménèsè Timde. Mɛwɛna neyaa naalɛ, Rose nɛ Hodabalo. Moŋgɔɔ
Mazalo wɛ Chicago.

My name is Lydia. My father Sato and my mother Mani are civil servants; they are living
in Sokode. My grandfather's name is Tebie; my grandmother's Timde. I have two younger
siblings Rose and Hodabalo. My sister (aunt in the English context) Mazalo lives in
Chicago.
Cultural notes

Polygamy is a reality in Togolese community
Cousins and sisters are considered just like sisters and
brothers.
Family links and community solidarity are strong.
Thus acceptance in your family or in your community is
very important.
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Words and useful expressions
Family members
càà
ɖòò
cɔzɔ
nésè
neŋ
ékpélé
ɖálὺ
kɔɔ
ɖέdὺ
zɛɩ
wólu

έtɩ
wálὺ
hálὺ
abalύbɔ
koow
hálύbɔ
pέlɔ
newu
newu abalυñɩnυ
newu halυñɩnυ
pυa

father
mother
grandfather
grandmother
aunt
uncle
elder brother
elder sister
cousin
grandchild
daughter in law
father in law
husband
wife
boy
nephew
girl
daughter
younger sibling
younger brother
younger sister
child

Verb
Wὲnaυ

to have

Expressions
Páyaɣ... se...

One's name is.../the name of is ...
manjàà
my father
Páyaɣ manjàà se...
My father's name is ...
ñajàà
your father
Páyaɣ ñajàà súwe?
What is your father's name?
monɖòò
my mother
Monɖòò gέ
My mother is...
Monɖòò gέ tadɩέ laɖύ
My mother is a trader
ñoɖòò
your mother
Ɛbɛ ñoɖòò lakɩ?
What's your mother's profession?
Tὺmίyὲ ŋɖɩ ñoɖòò lakɩ? What's your mother's profession?
Mὲwὲna
I have
Mὲwὲna kɔɔnaa
I have elder sisters
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Ŋwὲna
Ŋna?
Piyà ŋna ŋwὲna?
mɔncɔzɔ
pυwa
Mɔncɔzɔ pυwa

You have
How many?
How many children do you have?
my grandfather
old
My grandfather is old

Numbers: (0-20)
0

kpɛɖɛ

1

kυɖυm

2

naalɛ

3

natòzò

4

nanzá

5

nanυwa/kagbanzɩ

6

lóɖó

7

lὺbɛ

8

lutòzò

9

nakυ

10

hiw

11

hiw nɛ kυɖυm

12

hiw nɛ naalɛ

13

hiw nɛ natòzò

14

hiw nɛ nanza

15

hiw nɛ nanυwa

16

hiw nɛ lóɖó

17

hiw nɛ lυbɛ

18

hiw nɛ lutòzò

19

hiw nɛ nakυ

20

nɛɛlɛ

Exercises:
1)

Give the male counterparts of the following female family member:
hálὺ
neŋ
ɖòò
kɔɔ
nésé
wólú
koow
ɖέdύ

2)

Say correctly the following numbers in Kabiye
6
2
9
11
18
1
3

15

4

7

10
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3)

With picture introduce your family to a trainer or someone

4)
Identify card
Name
Profession
Origin
Father:

Name:
Place of residence:

Family

Profession:
Mother:

Name:
Place of residence:
Profession:

Brothers or sisters

Name:
Place of residence:
Profession:

Grammar notes
1) Possessive adjectives
Páyaɣ manjàà se Limda

My father's name is Limda
Mɛnzɛɩ gέ Fransɩɖύ
My grandchild is French
mɔnjɔzɔ wὲ ɖaɣ
My grandfather is at home
Ñaɖálὺ gέ cíca
Your elder brother is a teacher
Ðeneŋ lɩna Bafilo
Our aunt is from Bafilo
Possessive adjectives are attached to nouns
The vowel of the prefix agrees with the vowel of the stem
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Possessive adjective prefix

Singular

Plural

1st person

m

ɖ

2nd person

ñ

mɩ

3rd person

ɛ

P

m

means that the first person singular possessive begins with m. The m is followed by
the vowel, which is the same as the first vowel of the stem.

If the stem begins with these letters: p, b, f, v, there is an m at the end of the possessive
prefix.
Example:
pɛlɔ

(daughter)

mɛmbɛlɔ

(my daughter)

If the stem begins with these letters: r, d, ɖ, s, t, the possessive prefix ends with n.
Example:
ɖòò

(mother)
zɛɩ (grandchild)

monɖòò

(my mother)
mɛnzɛɩ (my grandchild)

If the stem begins with these letters: c, j.
Example:
cɔzɔ

(grandfather)
caa (father)

mɔnjɔzɔ

(my grandfather)
mancaa/manjaa (my father)

If the stem begins with these letters: k, g, kp, gb, the possessive prefix will end in ŋ
Example:
kɔɔ

(elder sister)
mɔŋgɔɔ (my elder sister)
koow (nephew)
moŋgoow (my nephew)
If the stem begins with any other sound, there will be no nasal at all in the possessive
prefix.
Example:
ladύ

(creator)
yadύ (customer)

maladυ

(my creator)
mayadυ (my customer)

Plural of nouns of the family members
Some nouns have "-naa'' ending the stem in plural
càà

càànaa

ɖòò

ɖòònaa

cɔzɔ

cɔzɔnaa

nésé

nésénaa

neŋ

neŋnaa

fathers
mothers
grandfathers
grandmothers
aunts
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ékpélé

ékpélénaa

kɔɔ

kɔɔnaa

zɛɩ

zɛɩnaa

ɛtɩ

ɛtɩnaa

ɖálὺ

ɖálὺnaa

uncles
elders sisters
nephews
fathers/sons-in-law
elders brothers

Some have their -υ/-u ending dropped and replaced by ''-aa'' or ''-Ɩnaa".
wálὺ

wálaa

hálὺ

hálaa

wólu

wólaa

new

neyaa

ɖέdύ

ɖέdɩnaa

husbands
wises
daughter-in-law
younger sisters
cousins

Plural of:

2)

pɛlɔ

pɛlaa

pυa

piya

daughters
children

wɛnaυ (to have)

The verb to have is derived from the verb wɛwυ (to be) and therefore its forms are simply
the wɛ forms plus -na.
Example:
ɖálὺ wὲnaυ

(To have an elder brother)
Mὲwὲna ɖálὺ
I have an elder brother
Ŋwὲna ɖálὺ
You have an elder brother
Isamël wὲna ɖálὺ
Ismaël has an elder brother
Ðɩwὲna ɖálὺ
We have an elder brother
Ɩwὲna ɖálὺ
You have an elder brother
Essi nɛ Aïcha wὲna ɖálὺ Essi and Aïcha have an elder brother
Negation of wɛnaυ

The negation of wɛnaυ is formed by dropping wɛ in the conjugated form which is replaced
by ''mfɛɩ'' in the first person singular and ''fɛɩ'' for the rest.
Example:
Positive
Negative
Mὲwὲna càà
Mɛmfɛɩna càà
Ŋwὲna càà
Ŋfɛɩna càà
Cyrille wὲna càà
Cyrille fɛɩna càà
Ðɩwὲna càà
Ɖɩfɛɩna càà
Ɩwὲna càà
Ɩfɛɩna càà
Pὲwὲna càà
Pɛfɛɩna càà
Exercises:
1)

Give the possessive form of the following nouns
nésé

(3rd pers. plural)
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2)

woóu

(1st pers. plural)

ɖέdύ

(2nd pers. sing)

wálὺ

(2nd pers. plural)

zɛɩ

(2nd pers. plural)

ékpélé

(1st pers. sing)

Complete the following conjugation
Mὲwὲna ɖálυnaa
Ŋwὲna ɖálυnaa

I have elder brothers
You have elder brothers

Cliff...
Etc...

3)

Answer these questions
Ŋwὲna neyaa na?

Do you have younger siblings?

Mὲwὲna....................
Mɛmfɛɩna.................
Mark wὲna zɛɩnaa ŋna?

How many grandchildren does Mark have?

Mὲwὲna zɛɩnaa: 2
Mὲwὲna zɛɩnaa: 4

4)

Make sentences with the following words
Nésénaa, ɖɩfɛɩna, payaɣ, koow, ɛwὲna

5)

Ask as many questions as possible with the following statement
Example
Monɖòò gέ Ghanadύ
Ñoɖòò gέ le dύ
Ñoɖòò gέ Ghanadύ na?
Manjaa gέ háɖύ
Ñeneŋ wὲ New-York
Ñɔgɔɔ wὲna walὺ
Ñokoow gέ wɩlɩyυ

My mother is a Ghanaian
Where do your mother come from?
Is your mother from Ghana?
My father is a farmer
Your aunt lives in New-York
Your elder sister is married
Your nephew is a teacher
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6)

Translate into Kabiye
My father has a grandchild.
Her mother lives in Accra.
I'm not married.
My uncle's name is Bruno.
Our elder brother is married.

7)

Read and answer these questions
Páyaɣ manjàà se Boka. Páyaɣ monɖòò se Somie. Pὲwὲ Kpalima. Pὲgέ háɖaa
mɔncɔzɔ nɛ menésé pυwa. Pὲwὲ Kara. Mὲwὲna piya naalɛ, hálὺ nɛ abálὺ.
a) Suwe páyaɣ Boka càà?
b) Boka wὲna piyá ŋna?
c) Le Boka cɔzɔ wὲ?

Situation
You meet your counterpart for the first time. Introduce yourself and ask him questions
about his family and their profession.
TDA
Discuss with your host brother, ask questions to know his family better and present yours
to him.
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Lesson 4
Buying essential items

Objectives :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

After studying the lesson on "buy essential items" trainees will be able to :
Count the CFA in Kabiye
Name some essential items found at the market
Use expressions and verbs related to shopping
Discuss the importance of the market and the necessity of bargaining before
purchasing things
6. Discuss cultural notes related to market.
7. Develop strategies for their personal security in the market
8. Buy an essential item at the market price
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Dialogue
Rita goes to the market to buy cloth.
Rita:

Ŋlὶwa lέ?

Seller :
Rita:

Yàà, alafɩa
Ŋna ŋbὲdυ pɩsaw ?

Seller :
Rita:

Kodoku nɛ taŋga
Pɩwὲ lidiye. Pásὶ pázί mendendaŋ

Seller :
Rita:

Kɔna kodoku nɛ nasɩlɛ
Tàsί pasυυ

Seller :

Aɩɩ

Rita:
Seller :

Mυ lidiye nɛ ŋtɛzɩm cenji
Ŋlaba lέ!

Rita:

Pίlábà tásὶ

Dialogue in English
Rita:
Seller :
Rita:
Seller :
Rita:
Seller :
Rita:
Seller :
Rita:
Seller :
Rita:

Good morning.
Ok, I'm fine.
How much do you sell the cloth?
One thousand and five hundred francs
It's too expensive. Reduce it a little, please!
Give one thousand and two hundred francs
Reduce it some more.
No !
Take the money and give me the change.
Thank you
See you soon

Cultural and safety and security notes
The market day is not only for trading but is also a great opportunity to meet
friends
It's necessary to bargain in the market and sometimes in shops.
Exchanging things is not automatic, you need to discuss the case with the seller
before.
You don't use your left hand in the market.
You don't bargain early in the morning without buying the item.
It's not safe to go to the market with too much money on you or just after
banking.
It's important to be careful about people who ask for help in the market.
When buying food you can ask the seller to add you some as a gift.
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Words and useful expressions
CFA in Kabiye

5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
75
80
95
100
105
150
175
200
230
300
400
500
600
900
1.000
1.300
2.000
5.000
10.000

biyé
biyé naalɛ
biyé natòzò
biyé nanza
janta
janta nɛ biyé
janta nɛ biyé naalɛ
janta nɛ biyé natòzò
janta nɛ biyé nanza
nɩnɩwa
nɩnɩwa nɛ biyé
nɩnɩwa nɛ biyé naalɛ
janta natòzò
janta natòzò nɛ biyé
janta natòzò nɛ biyé nanza
mɩnυ
mɩnυ nɛ biyé
mɩnυ nɛ nɩɩnɩwa
mɩnυ nɛ janta natòzò
nasɩlɛ
nasɩlɛ nɛ janta nɛ biye
nasɩtozo
nasɩnaza
taŋga
taŋga nɛ mɩnυ
taŋga nɛ nasɩnaza
kodoku
kodoku nɛ nasɩtòzò
kodokɩŋ naalɛ
kodokɩŋ kagbanzɩ
kodokɩŋ hiw

Essential items
fɔfɔ
brɔsὶ
ñɩnɩw
saɣtaɣ
tɔsὶ
tɔsὶ pɛɛ
pɔtὺ kɔyɛ
kela kɔyɛ

soap
brush
mirror
comb
flash light
batteries
insecticide
toothpaste
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pɔbɔw
sikri
naalɩm
kúca
kɔfὶ
milo
huyu
májɩká
num kɩtatam
sɛɣa
nimiye
lam
kpɔnɔ
tóko

towel
sugar
milk
sponge
coffee
milo
bag
match
cream
knife
rope
razor blade
bread
shirt

Some verbs
pὲdὺὺ
yábὺ
kɩyakυ wóbu

to sell
to buy
to go to the market

Expressions
ŋna?
Ŋna ŋbὲdυ.?
Mayakɩ...
pɩwὲ
lidiye
Pɩwὲ lidiye
pázί
pásὶ
pásὶ pazί
mendendaŋ
tásὶ
pásὺὺ
kɔna
kɔna lidiye
mυ
mυ lidiye

how much
How much do you sell...?
I buy...
it's
money
It's expensive
a little
reduce
Reduce a little
please
again
to reduce (the price)
give/bring
give the money
take
take money
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Exercise
1)
2)

Go to the market, bargain with a seller and buy an item.
Complete and practice the following dialogue
A : Ɛbɛ ŋbὲdυ?
B: Mɛŋbὲdυ?.......................
A: Ŋna ŋbὲdυ...................?
B: Mɛŋbὲdυ..................... 250F
A: Mυ............................ nɛ ŋtὲzim.......

3)

Translate into Kabiye
I have 100 F :
They have
175F :
We have
360 F :
She has
780 F
I don't have 1,200 F :
We don't have 3,000 F :
Translate the following sentences into Kabiye
My mother sells the towels.
She sells insecticide
We buy cream
They sell the knife
I buy the comb
He buys the brush

4)

Grammar notes
1)

The plural of essential items

Nouns with no plural : they are liquid or masses
naalim

milk
sugar
milo
coffee

sikri
milo
kɔfὶ

Nouns using ''naa''
fɔfɔ

fɔfɔnaa

brɔsὶ

brɔsɩnaa

tɔsὶ

tɔsɩnaa

lam

lamnaa

kpɔnɔ

kpɔnɔnaa

tóko

tókonaa

kúca

kúcanaa

soaps
brushes
flash lights
razor blades
bread
shirts
sponges
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Nouns ending with ''w'' : they have their plural with '' ŋ''
ñɩnɩw

ñɩnɩŋ

pɔbɔw

pɔbɔŋ

mirrors
towels

Other forms of plural words

2)

saɣtaɣ

saɣtasɩ

pɔtὺ kɔyɛ

pɔtυ kɔɔ

kela kɔyɛ

kela kɔɔ

májɩká

májɩsɩ

nimiye

nimee

huyu

huyuŋ

tɔsὶ pɩɛ

tɔsὶ pɛɛ

combs
insecticides
toothpastes
matches
ropes
bags
batteries

The present tense of
pɛdὺὺ

to sell
to buy

yabυ
naalim pɛdυυ

to sell milk
I sell milk
You sell milk
Peter sells milk
We sell milk
You sell milk
They sell milk

Mɛmbὲdυ naalim
Ŋbὲdυ naalim
Peter bὲdυ naalim
Ðɩbὲdυ naalim
Ɩbὲdυ naalim
Pὲbὲdυ naalim
toko yabυ
Mayakɩ toko
Ŋyakɩ toko
Ɛyakɩ toko
Ðɩyakɩ toko
Ñana Jolie Ɩyakɩ toko
Payakɩ toko

to buy a shirt
I buy a shirt
You buy a shirt
He buys a shirt
We buy a shirt
Jolie and you buy a shirt
They buy a shirt

Exercises
1)

Complete these sentences using the correct form of the verb
Fɔfɔnaa yabυ
Monɖòò

fɔfɔ

Naalim pὲdυ
Mɔŋgɔɔ

naalim

Tɔsὶ pɛɛ yabυ
Ðɩ...

2)

tɔsὶ pɛɛ

Write a dialogue with these expressions and practice it
Pὶwὲ lidiye, Aɩɩ, sikiri, mendendaŋ, Ñana wίsὶ, ŋlaba lέ?
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3)

You will complete this dialogue and practice it with your classmates
A : Ñana
B:

alafɩa

A:

ŋyakɩ?

B : Mayakɩ

4)

Etc.
Ask as many as possible questions from this statement
Example :
Ŋyakɩ pɩsaw

you buy the cloth

Ɛbὲ ŋyakɩ?

What do you buy?

Ŋna ŋyakɩ pɩsaw

How much did you buy the cloth?

Suggestion
Kela kɔyɛ
Brɔsὶ 400F
Pɔbɔŋ
Mayakɩ num kɩtatam

5)

Translate into Kabiye
Give me the change
We buy towels
She sells milo
He buys batteries
It is expensive
My mother buys the shirt for 200F
Please reduce it a little

Situation
You want to buy an item. The seller seems to be inflexible as regards the price. Try to
talk down the price.
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TDA
Go to the market, observe how sellers and buyers are bargaining. Buy an item. Come
with new words and expressions report to the class.
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Lesson 5
Talk about food habits of the host country

Objectives :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

After studying this lesson trainees will be able to :
Name some foods in Kabiye areas
Use expressions and verbs related to food preparation in order to talk about meals.
Discuss cultural points related to food habits
Talk about what to eat in order to stay healthy
Give a recipe
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Dialogue
Nancy would like to know what Afi is eating
Nancy:

Ñánà wίsὶ

Afi:

Alafɩa. Tὺmίyὲ yɔ?

Nancy:

Alafɩa mám mám mám. Ɛbὲ ŋdɔkɩ?

Afi:

Mondɔkɩ mυtυ nɛ mana ɖozi. Ña
yɔ ɛbὲ ŋdɔkɩ?

Nancy:

Mɔυ nɛ kɛtυ ɖozi. Pὶwὲ leleŋ.

Afi:

Pὶwὲ ɖew.

Dialogue in English
Nancy:
Afi:
Nancy:
Afi:
Nancy:
Afi:

Good afternoon. How are you?
Fine. What about the job?
Very good. What are you eating?
I am eating dough (of maize, millet, etc...) with okra sauce, and you,
what did you eat?
I ate rice with peanut sauce. It's very sweet.
Good!

Cultural notes
When you eat you invite people near you to share your meal using the
expression "Ðɩtɔ" or "'Kɔɔ ɖɩtɔ'' , but this doesn't mean that they will necessarily
eat. The answer to this invitation is "Wolo yém" "Enjoy your meal" or "go
ahead". When you get that invitation and you feel like eating say "Ŋlaba lέ'' =
thank you" and eat.
The left hand is seen like dirty and is not acceptable at table when you're with
other people.
You don't smell food in order to appreciate it and you should not step over the
meal.
Kitchen utensils should not be used for other purpose such as taking shower or
hitting someone.
Food taboos are specific to families, communities or ethnical groups
The traditional restaurants, "street food restaurants" or "fufu or sɔkɔrɔ bars"
serve cheap but good food and the service is quick. However be careful, they are
not always clean and healthy. Consequently, PCTs and PCVs are not advised to
eat salads in those restaurants.
Words and useful expressions
Food ingredients
ɖɔm
kpanzυ
pénum
num
kέtὺ

salt
hot pepper
red oil
oil
peanut
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kέɖέ
kυcυdυ
gboma
ñátὺ
kɔdɔyɔ
kpakpa
mana
mawɩlasɩ
kaabυ
cótu
tematesɩ
nanɖυ
nɔnanɖυ
pυnυ nanɖυ
kelimiye nanɖυ
kpákpásɩ
kanami
hɛɛ
mυlυm
samɩla mυlυm
mɩla mυlυm
sóna
mbɔm

sesame
sesame
spinach
sorrel
leaves of baobab
palm nuts
okra
dried okra
onion
local mustard
tomatoes
meat
beef meat
goat meat
chicken meat
fish
fried fish
yam
flour
flour of maize
flour of millet
beans
cassava

Foods (meals)
tɔɔnaɣ
mυtυ
ɖabulu
wácί
mɔυ
sóna
koliko
sɔkɔrɔ
kέkέsɩ
tindine
sυlυm
lɩm
ansaɩ sυlυm
pam
cukudu
kpedesi
tὲὲwυ

food
paste
ragout (stew yam)
rice and beans
rice
boiled beans
fried yam
pounded yam/cassava
bean doughnut
bean tamale
drink
water
beer, distilled spirits
palm wine
local beer
local alcohol
porridge
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Sauces
ɖozi
kέtὺ ɖozi
kpakpa ɖozi
mawɩlasɩ ɖozi
mana ɖozi
gboma nɛ mana
kυcυdυ nɛ ñatυ
kυcυdυ nɛ gboma
kelimiye nanɖυ ɖozi
kɔdɔyɔ ɖozi

sauce
peanut sauce
palmnut sauce
dried okra sauce
okra sauce
spinach and okra sauce
sesame and sorrel sauce
sesame and spinach sauce
sauce with chicken meat
sauce with baobab leaves

Cooking utensils
ñanaɣ
ɖoziñanɣ
lɔɔyɔɔ/lɔɔyɔɔsɩ
kela lɔɔyɔɔ
ɖewa/ ɖesi
siliba
sunoo
kɔpυ
vὲrɩ

plate
plate for sauce
spoon/spoons
fork
pot/pots
silver
ladle
cup
glass (for drink)

Verbs associated with food and cooking
ɖozi hilúú
mυtυ sawυ
mɔυ tɩzὺὺ
sɔkɔrɔ sɔbυ
nandυ sɛtὺὺ
tɔɔnaɣ tɔɔwυ
lim ñɔwυ
kpanzυ naŋὺὺ
tὲὲwυ púú
sɔzὺὺ
ɖυwυ
tɩzὺὺ

to prepare sauce
to prepare dough (of maize, millet, etc...)
to cook rice
to pound yam/cassava
to cut meat
to eat food
to drink water
to grind hot pepper
to prepare porridge
to add
to put
to cook/ prepare ( meat , food...)

Expressions for asking and giving recipe
Ɛzɩma pátɩzυ.............?
Ɛzɩma péhilu.............?
Pὶwὲ se......................?

How do we prepare...........?
How do we prepare...........sauce?
It's necessary to.........................

Adverbs expressing the succession
kajalaɣ lέ

first
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pɩwaɩ lέ
kɛdɛzaɣ lέ

next
finally

Example:
Ɛzɩma patɩzυ nandυ?
Kajalaɣ lέ; sɛtɩ nandυ; Pɩwaɩ lέ naŋ kpanzυ; ɖυ ɖɔm nɛ lɩm. Kɛdɛzaɣ lέ, tɩzɩ.

How to cook meat?
Cut the meat first. Next grind pepper, put some water and salt. Finally cook it

Exercises
1)

Expanding text
Add at the end what is necessary each time, to make the text longer and longer.
Example:
Ŋdɔkɩ
Ŋdɔkɩ mυtυ
Ŋdɔkɩ mυtυ nɛ kυcυdυ ɖozi
Ŋdɔkɩ mυtυ nɛ kυcυdυ nɛ nɔnandυ
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Suggestions
sɔkɔrɔ
wácί
mɔυ
ɖabula

2)

Answer the following questions
Ɛbὲ ŋdɔkɩ sɔnɔ?
Sɔnɔ
Ŋdɔkɩ mɔυ sɔnɔ?
Ɛbὲ
Ɛbὲ Paul tɔkɩ tυmɩyɛ da?
Paul tɔkɩ
Ɛbὲ Benedict tɔkɩ wίsὶ da?
Wίsὶ da Benedict

Grammar notes
1)

The present tense of some verbs related to the competence
ɖozi hiluu

to prepare sauce
I prepare sauce
You prepare sauce
Sara prepares sauce
We prepare sauce
You prepare sauce
They prepare sauce

Méhilu ɖozi
Ŋhilu ɖozi
Sara hilu ɖozi
Ðɩhilu ɖozi
Ɩhilu ɖozi
Péhilu ɖozi
mɔυ tɩzυυ

to cook rice
I cook rice
You cook rice
She cooks rice
We cook rice
You cook rice
They cook rice

Mantɩzυ mɔυ
Ŋtɩzυ mɔυ
Ɛtɩzυ mɔυ
Ðɩtɩzυ mɔυ
Ɩtɩzυ mɔυ
Patɩzυ mɔυ

2)

The imperative of:
sɔkɔrɔ sɔbυ:
nandυ sɛtὺὺ:
kpanzυ naŋὺὺ:
ɖɔm ɖυwυ:
num sɔzὺὺ:
nandυ tɩzὺὺ:

to pound yam/cassava:
to cut meat:
to grind pepper:
to put salt:
to add oil:
to cook meat:

Sɔ sɔkɔrɔ:
Sέtί nandυ:
Naŋ kpanzυ:
Ɖυ ɖɔm:
Sɔzὶ num:
Tίzὶ nandυ:

Pound...
Cut meat...
Grind pepper
Put salt
Add oil
Cook meat
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The negative of tɔɔwυ (to eat) and ñɔwυ (to drink)
Most verbs in Kabiye have their negation formed by doubling the first vowel or the
consonant of the subject pronoun.
The ''pa'' subject pronoun becomes ''paa'' for every verb.
Example:
Koliko tɔɔwυ

to eat koliko (fried yam)

Affirmative
Mɔndɔkɩ koliko
Ŋdɔkɩ koliko
Ɛdɔkɩ koliko
Ðɩdɔkɩ koliko
Ɩdɔkɩ koliko
Pɔdɔkɩ koliko

I eat koliko
You eat koliko
He eats koliko
We eat koliko
You eat koliko
They eat koliko

Negative
Máádɔkɩ koliko

Páádɔkɩ koliko

I don't eat koliko
You don't eat koliko
She doesn't eats koliko
We don't eat koliko
You don't eat koliko
They don't eat koliko

Sυlυm ñɔwυ:

To drink (beer, local beer)

Ŋŋdɔkɩ koliko
Ɛέdɔkɩ koliko
Ðίίdɔkɩ koliko
Ɩίdɔkɩ koliko

Affirmative
Mɔñɔwυ sυlυm
Ŋñɔwυ sυlυm
Ɛñɔwυ sυlυm
Ðɩñɔwυ sυlυm
Ɩñɔwυ sυlυm
Pɔñɔwυ sυlυm

I drink beer
You drink beer
She drinks beer
We drink beer
You drink beer
They drink beer

Negative
Mááñɔwυ sυlυm
Ŋŋñɔwυ sυlυm
Ɛέñɔwυ sυlυm
Ðίίñɔwυ sυlυm
Ɩίñɔwυ sυlυm
Pááñɔwυ sυlυm

I don't drink beer
You don't drink beer
She doesn't drinks beer
We don't drink beer
You don't drink beer
They don't drink beer
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Exercises
1)

Find the suitable expressions to say the following ideas
Sέtί
Ðɩhilu
Máádɔkɩ
Ŋdɔkɩ
Ɛtɩzυ
Ɩsɔkɩ

2)

Questions about statement
Ask questions as many as possible on the following statement.
Example:
Mehilu kέtύ ɖɔzɩ

I prepare peanut sauce

Ɛzɩma pehilu kɛtυ ɖɔzɩ

How do we prepare peanut sauce?

Ɛbɛ ŋhilu?

What sauce do you prepare?

Ŋhilu kέtύ ɖɔzɩ na?

Do you prepare peanut sauce?

Paadɔkɩ mυtυ
Ɛsɔkɩ sɔkɔrɔ
Ɩίtɩzυ mɔυ
Ŋñɔwυ tὲὲwυ

3)

Make sentences with the following words and expressions
Leleŋ, hɛɛ sɔkɔrɔ, mɔndɔwa, naŋ, kpákpásὶ

4)

Answer these questions
Tanaŋdɛ ɛbὲ ŋdɔkɩ?
Wίsὶda ɛbὲ ŋtɩzυ?
Ðánaɣyaɣ ɛbὲ ŋhilu?

5)

Translate into Kabiye
My mother cooks rice and beef meat
We don't drink porridge
Cut the meat
They cut cassava
I pound cassava
You prepare baobab leaves
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Situation
Give the recipe of your favorite food.
TDA
Ask your host mother or sister how they prepare a local food.
Come and report to the class with new vocabulary.
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Lesson 6
Invite someone, accept or decline an invitation

Objectives :
After studying this lesson trainees will be able to :
1. Use specific vocabulary and verbs to invite someone
2. Accept or decline an invitation in a polite way to maintain a good relationship with
people, which will support their personal safety and security.
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Dialogue
Yaya phones his friend Richard a Peace Corps Volunteer and invite him to a traditional
dance.
Yaya:

Allo Richard

Richard:
Yaya:

Allo, áyam?
Má Yaya. Mañɩnυ se mánaŋ ɖɩwolo kamυ da. Ŋwὲna alυwatὺ na?

Richard:

Mɔnsɔɔla ɛlὲ mɛmfɛɩna alυwatυ. Páyam se mowolo Corps de la Paix
biro lὲlὲ. Pɩjɛyam siŋ se máákoŋ

Yaya:

Wiɖɩyé lέ ɖɩwolo

Dialogue in English
Yaya:
Richard:
Yaya:
Richard:
Yaya:

Hello Richard.
Hello, may I know who is speaking?
It's Yaya. Would you like to go to Kamυ dance with me?
I am very interested, but I'm sorry. I have to go to Peace Corps office
right now
I hope next time we will go.

Cultural notes
In general, friends or members of the same family visit each other without any
previous invitation.
You are always welcome to share a meal or a drink or to spend time together...
even if that was not planned before.
You are responsible for your guest's food or drink.
It's necessary to express your limits during an invitation where people will be
offering you food and drink again and again.
Words and useful expressions
Some verbs
cawυ
sɔɔlὺὺ
sɔɔlὺὺ siŋ

to want
to want, desire, like
to really want

Occasions on which and places where one can invite or can be invited
lewa

funeral
lewa da
in the funeral
nisiɖɔkυ/halυkpɔyɛ
wedding ceremony
nisiɖɔkυ/halυkpɔyɛ ɖéɖè in the wedding
pυa lɩzὺὺ
naming ceremony
évalá
initiation ceremony for young men
ákpema
initiation ceremony for young girls
so
traditional dance
kamυ
traditional dance
Kizimasὶ
Christmas
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Kizimasὶ wiye
Pɩnaɣ Kɩfalaɣ
Ɩsta
kasandυ
Tabaski
ɖɩdɔɔyɛ
sυlυm ɖɩñɔyɛ

On Christmas day
New Year
Easter
feast
Tabaski (Muslim feast)
restaurant
bar, "buvette''

Expressions to invite
Manjaɣ se mánaŋ ɖɩwolo...

I would like we go to...
Manjaɣ se mánamɩ ɖɩwolo
I would like we (plural) go to...
Mɔnsɔɔla se mánaŋ ɖɩwolo...
I would like we go to...
Mɔnsɔɔla se máyaŋ...wiye I would like to invite you on...
Expressions to accept an invitation
Pὶwὲ ɖew
Manɩwa
Mowoki
Pὶgὲdɩnam
Pὶlabam cámίyὲ
Pὶlabam leleŋ siŋ

It's fine
Ok! (l accept)
I accept to go
I am interested
It pleases me
It pleases me very well

Expressions to decline an invitation
Ménisi ɖɔka
Mɛmfɛɩna alυwatὺ
Mɔnsɔɔla, ɛlὲ...
Máábɩzυ wobυ
Aɩɩ, ŋlaba lɛ
Pὶgὲdɩnam siŋ, ɛlὲ...

I am busy
I am not available
I like, but...
I couldn't go
No, thanks
I am very interested, but

Exercises:
1)

You want to invite your friends on these occasions. What will you say?
Évalá da
Pυa lɩzὺὺ ɖéɖè
Lewa da
Kizimasɩ wɩye
Évalá ɖéɖè
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2)

Build a dialogue with the following expressions and practice it with your
classmate.
Mɔnsɔɔla ɛlὲ, ŋwὲna, Pυa lɩzὺὺ ɖéɖè, ɛbɛ ŋlakɩ, Mɛmfɛɩna alυwatὺ, Tὺmίyὲ.

3)

Invite your school director to the bar

Grammar notes
The conditional tense is used to express politeness, a wish or to soften a demand or an
order is expressed in Kabiye by:
Mɔnsɔɔla se mánaŋ ɖɩwolo nisiɖɔkυ ɖéɖè

I would like to go to the wedding with you
or
I would like we go to the wedding
Mɔnsɔɔla se máyaŋ Tabaski wiye

I would like to invite you on Tabaski feast
Mɔnsɔɔla

se +

mánaŋ+

Subject +verb (present) +
The other forms are:

se +

for us (me and you) +ɖɩwolo +

Ŋsɔɔla se ñanaɩ ɩwolo Évalá da
Ɛsɔɔla se ɛnaɩ powolo cɔcɩ
Ðɩsɔɔla se ɖanawὲ ɖɩwolo kɩyakυ
Ɩsɔɔla se mɩnaɩ ɩwolo Ðɩdɔɔyὲ
Pɔsɔɔla se panawɛ powolo Kamu da
Mɔnsɔɔla

object
object

S/he would like to go to Evala with you
S/he would like to go to church with s/he
We would like to go to the market with them
You would like to go to the restaurant with
him/her
They would like to go to Kamu dance with
them

+ se+ máyaŋ

+ object
+ object

Subject + verb (present)+ se + subject + verb (present) + pronoun
How to use the two rules
You use the first one when you and the people you would like to invite are going together
to a certain place.
You use the second one when you want the person whom you would like to invite to come
to your house or meet you somewhere for a purpose.
Exercises
1)

2)

Invite:
The chief on Easter day to your house
Your counterpart on New Year' s Day
How do you invite:
Your friend on Christmas day
The student you are working with for the "So" dance
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3)

Complete this dialogue and practice it with your classmate
A:

Ɩlɩwa lέ?

B:

Yàà, alafɩa

A:

Ɩwὲna alυwatὺ manamɩ ɖɩwolo ''buvette'' da?

Etc.
4)

Translate in to Kabiye
We are not free this afternoon
I am not busy
I am interested
I would like to invite you (plural) to the naming ceremony
I could not go

Situation
Invite your counterpart for lunch at the restaurant ''Lalo''
TDA
Go to a member of your host family and ask him how he/she expresses his/her refusal
when he/she is invited. Come and share with the class new expressions.
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Lesson 7
Talk about daily activities
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Objectives :
After studying this lesson, trainees will be able to:
1. Name different daily activities
2. Use the appropriate vocabulary and the present habitual to talk about daily activities
in their community
3. Discuss cultural notes and safety and security issues related to the competence
4. Talk about their daily activities in the community for their good integration.
Text
John's typical day
John gὲ wɩlɩyυ Ana Maria súkúli da. Ɛgυyυ lɔŋ tánaŋdὲ. Ɛtɛŋ ɛsὲ da kɔwυ lέ, ɛsɔ lɩm,
ɛsuwυ wondu; ɛlɩzɩ sɔntɔ. Ɛtɛŋ sɔntɔ lɩzυ lέ, ɛkpaɣ súkúli nυmaw. Ɛέkɔŋ wίsὶda. Ɛbίsɩw
ɖaɣ ɖó ɖánaɣ. Ɛtɛŋ hɛzυ nɛ ɛtɔɔ tɔɔnaɣ lέ ɛla tὺmίyὲ pázὶ, ɛlὲ ɛsυ ɛhɩnɩ.

John is a teacher at Ana Maria (name of school). He wakes up early in the morning. He
washes his face, takes his bath and gets dressed. After this, he leaves for school. He
doesn't return at home in the afternoon. He comes back late in the evening. After resting,
eating and preparing the next class, he goes to bed.
Cultural notes
In the morning people wash their face before they greet or start their activities
Activities are shared according to gender and age
In general, women take care of household chores.
Its better to wear appropriate shoes to go to farm .
Words and useful expressions
Some places where someone can go for an activity
biro
kɩyakυ
pɔ
súkúli
ɖaŋ
fɔɣ
lɔkɔ

the office
the market
the river
the school
the room
the farm
the well

Expressions
Mɔnsɔwυ lɩm
Mulu lɩm
Mowoki tὺmίyὲ
naŋ ɖiwu
tὺmίyὲ ɖɛw
taɣ hazὺὺ
ɖaŋ da hazὺὺ
fɔɣ wobu

I take my bath
I fetch water
I go to work
to graze (cows)
to go to work
to sweep the compound
to sweep the room
to go to farm
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tɔɔnaɣ labυ
ñanzɩ ñalὺὺ
wondu cɔtὺὺ
wondu pɛdὺὺ
ɛsɩnda /ɛsὲ kɔwυ
miŋ puzúú
sɔntɔ lɩzὺὺ

to cook meal
to wash dishes
to wash clothes
to sell things
to wash one's face
to light fire
to take one's breakfast

Some verbs
sɔwυ
hazὺὺ
ñalὺὺ
cɔtὺὺ
lúú
hɩnὺὺ
wobu

to bathe
to sweep
to wash (dishes, vehicles, shoes)
to wash (clothes)
to fetch (water)
to go to bed
to go

Some expressions of time
ɖóóó (lέ)
wiɖi wiɖi
lὲlὲyɔ/nɔnɔyɔ
hódona kpékpè
lɔŋ
páɖoye
tánamɩŋ tɩŋɛ dὲ
ɖánasɩ tɩŋɛ yɔ
ɖóó tɩŋɛ da
tám tám

long time ago, before
sometimes
now
every Monday
early, long time ago
everyday
every morning
every evening
every night
always

Other expressions
Ɛbὲ ŋlakɩ tanaŋdὲ?
Ɛbὲ ŋlakɩ wίsὶda?
Ɛbὲ ŋlakɩ ɖánaɣyaɣ ?

What do you do in the morning?
What do you do in the afternoon?
What do you do in the evening?

Exercises:
1)

Give the activities related to these periods of time
tánaŋdὲ

2)

(in the morning)
ɖánaɣyaɣ
(in the evening)
ɖóóda
(in the night)
Write a dialogue and practice it with your class mate with the following
expressions
Wiɖi wiɖi, Ɛbὲ ŋlakɩ, tύmίyὲ da, mowoki
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Grammar notes
While talking about daily activities, the present tense is the most important tense used.
Example:
taɣ hazὺὺ tánamɩŋ tɩŋɛ dὲ
Mahazυ taɣ tánamɩŋ tɩŋɛ dɛ

to sweep the floor every morning
I sweep the floor every morning

Mahazυ

+ taɣ

+ tanamɩŋ tɩŋɛ dὲ

Sub +verb (present)

+ object

+ expressions of time

Other examples
lɩm lúú wiɖi wiɖi

to fetch water sometimes
I fetch water sometimes
The expression of time can be placed before the subject
Example:
Mulu lɩm wiɖi wiɖi

Wiɖi wiɖi mulu lɩm

Sometimes I fetch water

or
Mulu lɩm wiɖi wiɖi

I fetch water sometimes
In addition of the present, the past continuous is also used
The expression of time that required only the past continuous is: ɖóóó (lέ) in the past.
This tense is characterized by ''aɣ''.
Example:
tὺmίyὲ wobu ɖoo lɛ

to go work before
Mowokaɣ tὺmίyὲ ɖóóó lέ I was going to work before
Exercises:
1)

Make sentences with these expressions
Example:
Tɔɔnaɣ labυ

páɖoye

Ma............
Malakɩ tɔɔnaɣ páɖoye

Suggestion
Sɔntɔ lɩzὺὺ

- tánamɩŋ tiŋɛ dὲ

Ben -----------------------Tὺmὶyὲ ɖɛw

- lɔŋ

ŋ ------------------Wondu cɔtυ

- lὲlὲyɔ

Ðɩ -----------------Ñanzɩ ñalὺὺ

- wiɖi wiɖi

Wiɖi wiɖi Mike -------Ðaɣ da hazὺὺ - tám tám
Mary ----------------
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2)

Answer these questions in the past continuous
Ɛbὲ ŋlakaɣ?

What were you doing?

Tánamɩŋ tɩŋɛ ɖὲ?
Ðánasɩ tɩŋɛ yɔ?
Ðóó tɩŋɛ da?

3)

Rearrange the following words
ɛsinda / tám tám / mɔŋkɔwυ.
lakaɣ / tiŋɛ yɔ / Laura / ɖánasɩ./ ɛbὲ?
lɩm / páɖoye / sɔwυ / súkúlibiya.
kpékpè / tὺmίyὲ / powokaɣ / hódona.

Situation
1. Your counterpart would like to know what you do when you wake up.
2. Tell your host brother or sister your typical day in USA.

TDA
Ask these members of your Togolese family what they do in the course of a day and report
back to the class
Father
Mother
Sisters
Brothers
Servants
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Lesson 8
Ask for and give direction and time

Objectives:
After studying this lesson, trainees will be able to:
1. Use appropriate vocabulary to ask for and give directions and the time
2. Use the imperative form and prepositions to ask for and give directions
3. Discuss cultural notes and safety and security issues related to orientation
4. Give and follow directions in the community.
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Dialogue
Jessica would like to go the post office. Hodalo shows her the way.
Jessica :

Ðoɖòò ñánà wίsὶ.

Hodalo :
Jessica :

Yàà. Lé ŋwoki ?
Mowoki posu ɛlὲ máásiŋ péɖé. Mendendaŋ ŋbɩzυ ŋwɩlɩm nυmaw na?

Hodalo :

Kpaɣ habiyɛ káá. Ŋɖɔŋ pázὶ lέ ŋna faɖὲ "Le Bon Berger'' lɩmɩyɛ yɔɔ.
Posu wὲ faɖὲ ɛsɩnda.

Jessica :

Ŋlaba lέ kpém. Pὶlábà tásὶ

Hodalo :

Pὶlábà.

Dialogue in English
Jessica :
Hodalo:
Jessica :
Hodalo:
Jessica :
Hodalo:

Good afternoon, Madam.
Good afternoon. Where are you going?
I am going to the post office, but I don't know where it is. Please, can
you show me the way?
Go straight ahead. After a little walk you'll see a shop "Le Bon
Berger" on your left, the post office is in front of that shop.
Thanks a lot.
See you later

Cultural notes
In general, indications about distance are not precise
Sometimes with illiterate people, time is related to the activities of the day (like
children going to school, Muslims' morning prayer...)
Some people will come late for meetings
People would prefer to lead you to the place by themselves or by having a child
accompany you.
Keep asking people for directions until you arrive at your destination.
Proverb:
Súúɖudύ mυwυna wɩyaυ kpelaɣ
Meŋgbeŋ lɔŋ kpeŋna ɖóó

The patient man overthrows the chief.
He who wants to go home quickly arrives at night.

Words and useful expressions
Name of some places
kɩyakυ
bankɩ
faɖὲ
ɖákὺtà
súkúli
loratizaŋ
pombo ɖɩmaɖὲ
ɖɩdɔɔyὲ

the market
the bank
the shop
the hospital
the school
bus or taxi station
soccer/football stadium
restaurant
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sυlυm ɖɩñɔyὲ
nυmaw
kondoliko
kotalɩ
“gare”
súlúkú kpɛyaɣ
nυmayasa
posu
biro
“table” yɔɔ

bar
the way, the path
bridge
tarred road
railway station
railway
intersection
post office
office
on the table

Verbs
wɩlὺὺ
wobu
ɖɔm
kpaɣυ
tɛzὺὺ
cɔwυ
cɔnaυ
pɩsὺὺ
sɩŋὺὺ
hɛyὺὺ

to show
to go
to walk
to take
to cross
to get round
to look
to return
to stop
to turn (right or left)

Expressions related to directions
wiyaw dὲ
bankɩ cɔlɔ
súkúli wayɩ
kɩyakυ da
wolo káá
lɩmɩyὲ yɔɔ
hɛɩ lɩmɩyὲ yɔɔ
nisi kɩbanzɩ yɔɔ
cɔlɔ
pὶwὲ poliŋ
pὶfɛɩ poliŋ
pὶwayɩ lέ
cίnὲ nέ…
cὶnὲ nέ kɩyaku cɔlɔ

at chief's
near the bank
behind the school
in the market
go straight
on the left
turn left
on the right
near/next to
it is far
it is not far
after
from here to…
from here to the market
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Expressions related to time
ñɩɣyυ

hour
ñɩɣtὺ
hours/time
alυwatὺ
time/period
Ñɩɣtὺ ŋna ŋwɛ na?
What time is it? (what time do you have?)
Ñɩɣtὺ ŋna maba( ñɔjɔlɔ)? What is the time?
Pὶmaba
It is .../the time is...
(tánaŋdὲ) ñɩɣtὺ lóɖò nɛ hɔlɔ
It's 6:30AM
ɖánaɣ ñɣtὺ kagbanzɩ nɛ cɛjɛsɩ hiw nɛ naalɛ
It's 5 past 12PM
Pὶgaza cɛjɛsɩ hiw nɛ lυbɛ nɛ pɩba ñɩɣyυ kυɖυm It's 17 to 1 o' clock
Ñɩɣtὺ lυbɛ kɛkɛ
It is 7 o' clock
Manjàɣ wayɩ
I'm late
Mὲwὲ ɛsɩnda
My watch is fast /I'm early
Ñɩɣtὺ ŋna yɔ ɖɩdɛŋ?
At which time are we ending?
Ñɩɣtὺ ŋna yɔ ɖɩkatυ?
At which time are we going to meet?
alυwatὺ lésúú
to waste time
wayɩ caɣwυ
to be late
alυwatὺ yɔ wὲwυ
to be on time
Exercises
1)

Make sentences with these words.
Kɩyakυ da, loratizaŋ, kondoliko yɔ, nυmayasa, ɖɩdɔɔyὲ

Example:
Alicia wὲ kɩyakυ da

Alicia is at the market

Suggested verbs
wobu
wὲwυ

2)

Read the time on these pictures
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3)

ŋna maba?

What is the time?

No. 1 Pὶmaba ñɩɣtὺ nakυ
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

It's 9 o'clock

Build a dialogue with the following expressions
Sυlυm ɖɩñɔyὲ, mowoki, 10:30, ñɩɣtὺ ŋna yɔ, tacaɣ wayɩ

Grammar notes
1) Preposition related to directions
The preposition (actually, "postposition") is placed after the noun and attached to the
pronoun.
Example:
Michelle wὲ cɔcɩ cɔlɔ
Mὲwὲ ñɔjɔlɔ

Michelle is close to the church
I am next to you

Other prepositions
Prepositions

Meaning

da

in

cɔlɔ

near, beside, next to

wayɩ

behind

dὲὲ

under

ɛsɩnda

in front of

hὲkυda

in the middle of

pὲhὲkυda

between

yɔɔ

on

dὲ

at

Examples
Steve wὲ ɖaŋ da
Steve is in the room
Ñoɖòò wὲ kondoliko cɔlɔ
Your mother is beside the bridge
Ŋwὲ mawayɩ
You are behind me
Cɔna takayaɣ dὲὲ
Look under the book
loratizaŋ ɛsɩnda

in front of the lorry station
Nadia ɖaɣ wɛ tɛtυ hɛkυda

The house of Nadia is in the in the middle
of the town
Mɛwɛ fadɛὲnɛ posu pὲhὲkυda
I am between the shop and the post office
Wondu wὲ lorɩ yɔɔ
Load is on the roof of the vehicle
wiyaw dὲ
at the chief's
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2)

Imperative

Imperative is also needed to give directions.
Example:
wolo fadὲ ɛsɩnda

go in front of the shop
cross the road

Sέtί habɩyέ

Exercises :
1)

Use the following positions to answer to these questions.
cɔlɔ,

yɔɔ,

dὲ,

pὲhὲkυda

Le wiyaw ɖaɣ wὲ ?
Wiyaw
Lé biro wὲ ?
Biro wὲ posu nɛ fadὲ...
Lé ɩwoki?
Ðɩwoki kondoliko...
Lé Stan tɔɔkɩ tɔɔnaɣ?
Stan tɔɔkɩ tɔɔnaɣ ɛgɔɔ...
Lé piya woki ?
Powoki cɔcɩ...

2)

Give directions using the verbs in imperative
Example:
Wɩlɩm Elisabeth ɖaɣ.

show me the house of Elisabeth

Ðɔ káá, tέzί habɩyέ, hɛɩ nisikɩbanzɩ yɔɔ, Elisabeth ɖaɣ wὲ posu cɔlɔ.

3)

4)

Places

Verbs

ɖɩdɔɔyὲ

ɖɔ kaa

wɩyaw dὲ

hɛɩ

súkúli

tέzί

Sarah dὲ

etc.

What time is it?
8:00
11:45
4:30PM
6:20AM
1:13AM
Give indications based on the map below:
From one place to another
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5)

Translate into Kabiye
Where is the road to Lome?
My watch is fast
I am not far from there
Her father lives near the market

Situation
Your counterpart would like to pay you a visit. Give him directions to get to your house.
TDA
Go to any member of your host family. Ask him/her to give you directions from your
house to any place of your choice. Learn some new expressions
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Lesson 9
Talk about transportation

Objectives:
After studying this lesson trainees will be able to:
1. Use the present progressive, interrogative words and the future tense
2. Ask questions about the cost, travel time and destinations in order to travel
independently
3. Discuss travel conditions and strategies to travel safely.
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Dialogue
Michael would like to travel to Atakpame . He goes to the taxi station to find a ''taxibrousse'' and discuss the conditions of traveling.
Michael:

Ɩlὶwà lέ ?

Driver:

Yàà. Tɔnυ wὲ mbυ( lέ)?

Michael:

Alafɩa. Ŋna pɔsυ lorɩyɛ cɩnɛ na Atakpama ?

Driver:
Michael:

1200F. Kɔna 200F huyu yɔɔ
Alυwatὺ ŋna da ɖɩɖɛwυ?

Driver:

Lὲlὲyɔɔ kυnɛ. Pὶgaza ɛyυ kυɖυm nɛ pusu

Michael:

Ŋlaba lɛ

Dialogue in English
Michael:
Driver:
Michael:
Driver:
Michael:
Driver:
Michael:

Good morning.
Good morning. How are you?
Fine. What is the transportation fare from here to Atakpame?
1.200F. Add 200F for the bag
When are we leaving?
Right now. It remains one person.
Thank you!

Cultural notes
Travelers need to be patient enough because drivers will try to have as many
passengers as possible before they depart, and they are often overloaded.
In some remote villages, you can be waiting the whole day, or vehicles are
available only on market days.
It's important to have your valuables on you, not packed in your bags.
You should check your luggage whenever a passenger is getting off along the
way.
PCVs should not travel on motorcycles.
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Words and useful expressions
Means of transportation
cέcὲ
kpókpó
lorɩyὲ
tagazi
''zemijan''
súlúkú
kpɩyυ
kpaŋnɔ
ɛsɔda lorɩyὲ
mέlὲ
dlava

bicycle/bike
motorbike
vehicle
taxi
taxi-motorcycles
train
canoe
horse
plane
ship
driver

Verbs
sὺὺ
hɛyὺὺ
sɩzὺὺ
sɩŋgὺ
caɣ
ɖɔm
sawυ
wakὺὺ
tɛm
kpaɣυ
pam(hulɔ)

to enter (a vehicle)
to pay
to stop (a vehicle)
to stop
to sit (on bicycle, horse, motorbike)
to walk
to drive
to break down
to finish
to take
to wear (helmet)

Useful expressions
cέcὲ caɣυ
kpókpó caɣυ
lorɩyὲ sὺὺ
naŋgbanzɩ
lora tizaŋ
lorɩ lidiye
ɛsɔda lorɩyὲ kadaɣ da

to go by bicycle
to go by motorbike
to enter/take the vehicle
to go on foot
taxi-station
transportation fare
airport

súlúkú ɖɩdaɖὲ/ “gare”

railway station
mέlὲ ɖɩjayὲ/”port”
port
lorɩ wakυυ
to break down (vehicle)
sanzɩ tɛm
to run out of gas
nυmaw wobu
to travel
wondu kpaɣυ
to take the luggage
Ɛbὲ ŋgbakυ ye ŋwoki...? What [mode of transportation] do you take if you go to ...?
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Ɛbɛ ŋgbakυ ye ŋwoki
Los Angeles?
Mangbakυ
Mangbakυ suluku
Ɛbὲ ŋsυ ye ŋwoki...?
Mɔnsυ? ...
Hulɔ pam

What [mode of transportation] do you take
if you go to Los Angeles?
I take...........
I take the train
What do you enter (take) if you go to...?
I take
To wear the helmet

Exercises:
1)

Answer the following questions
Ɛbɛ ŋgbakυ ye ŋwoki...?

What [mode of transportation] do you take if you go to...?

Washington
Loma
Kɩyakυ da
Wɩyaw dὲ
Bassar

2)

3)

Find in the puzzle 9 modes of transportation and make sentence with them
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Draw a word
Start drawing a mode of transportation and let others guess what it is.
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Grammar notes
1)

The present tense of some verbs
cɛcɛ caɣυ
Manjakɩ cέcὲ
Ŋjakɩ cέcὲ
George jakɩ cέcὲ
Ðɩjakɩ cέcὲ
Ɩjakɩ cέcέ
Bill nɛ Karen jakɩ cέcὲ
súlúkú sὺὺ
Mɔnsυ súlúkú
Ŋsυ súlúkú
Doris sυ súlúkú
Manaŋ ɖɩsυ súlúkú
Ɩsυ súlúkú
Pɔsυ súlúkú
dlava lidiye hὲyὺὺ
Mὲhὲyυ dlava lidiye
Ŋhὲyυ dlava lidiye
Aaron hὲyυ dlava lidiye
Ðɩhὲyυ dlava lidiye
Ɩhὲyυ dlava lidiye
Pὲhὲyυ dlava lidiye
naŋgbanzɩ ɖɔm
Mɔŋɖɔŋ naŋgbanzɩ
Ŋɖɔŋ naŋgbanzɩ
Ɛɖɔŋ naŋgbanzɩ
Ðɩɖɔŋ naŋgbanzɩ
Ɩɖɔŋ naŋgbanzɩ
Pɔɖɔŋ naŋgbanzɩ

to go by bicycle
I go by bike
You go by bike
George goes by bike
We go by bike
You go by bike
Bill and Karen go by bike
to take the train
I take the train
You take the train
Doris takes the train
You and me take the train
You take the train
They take the train
to pay the driver
I pay the driver
You pay the driver
Aaron pays the driver
We pay the driver
You pay the driver
They pay the driver
to go on foot
I go on foot
You go on foot
He goes on foot
We go on foot
You go on foot
They go on foot

The use of ŋna (how much) and ɛbɛ

2)
Ŋna

is associated with the third person plural of sυυ pɔsυ to ask about the transportation

fare
Ŋna pɔsυ?
Ŋna pɔsυ nɛ powoki...?

how much it costs?
How much it costs to go to ...?

Ɛbɛ is associated with pɔsυ mode of transportation one need to go from one place to
another.
Example:
Ɛbὲ pɔsυ nɛ powoki...?

What mean of transportation one needs to go to ...?
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The difference between caɣυ (to go by) and sυυ (to enter) to take

3)
Caɣυ

is used for bike, motorbike, horse, canoe
Example:
kpókpó caɣυ
Lynn cakɩ kpókpó

to go by motorbike
Lynn goes by motorbike

Sυυ

is used for vehicle, ship, train, plane, taxi
Example:
tagazi sὺὺ
Ŋsυ tagazi

to take the taxi
You take the taxi

But one can say
Lynn cakɩ tagazi da
kpaɣυ

Lynn sits in the taxi

(to take) is used for all means of transportation

Exercises:
1)

Make sentences using these words, use appropriate verbs
Example:
Manjakɩ cɛcɛ nɛ mowolo kondoliko yɔɔ.

I go to the bridge by bike

kpɩyυ
Súlúkú
tagazi
kpaŋnɔ
Ɛsɔda lorɩyυ

2)

Answer these questions
Ɛbὲ pɔsυ nɛ powoki...?

What mode of transportation one needs to go to...?

kpaŋnɔ_ Mango
Mέlὲ_ Floride
Naŋgbanzɩ _ Faɖὲ cɔlɔ
Súlúkú _ Blitta
Ɛsɔda lorɩyὲ _ Madrid

3)

Dialogue writing and practicing
You want to travel. Go to a taxi driver. Discuss the conditions of the travel. Write
down a dialogue and practice it with your classmate.

4)

Rearrange the following words in these sentences
Sokode/4000F/mowoki/mɔnsυ/mὲhὲyυ /lorɩyὲ
Nɛ/Paris/súlúkú/powoki/mancàà/pasυ/ménésé
Peace Corps/sυ/Marie-Louise/lorɩyὲ
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5)

Translate into Kabiye
My elder sister travels
The transportation fare
We go to Accra by plane
The teacher takes the taxi to the airport

Situation
You would like to go Dapaong. Go to the station. Inquire about the conditions of the
travel.
TDA
Go to a driver of your village. Ask him questions to know the conditions of traveling from
your post to the place of your choice. Learn some new expressions
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Lesson 10
Talk about one's state of health

Objectives:
After studying this lesson, trainees will be able to:
1. Name different parts of the human body
2. Talk about their state of health or ask for someone's state of health
3. Use the direct complement personal pronouns
4. Discuss Togolese ideas and behaviors regarding sickness
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Dialogue
Last night Katie did not sleep well because of a stomachache. She decided to go to the
Peace Corps Medical Unit.
Katie :

Ŋlὶwá lέ ɖákὺtá?

Ðakυta :

Yàà. Ɛbὲ lakɩŋ Katie?

Katie :

Ðóóó ɖéɖé mɛmfɛɩ alafɩa. Molotu wὲ pɩwɩwυm, kahυyaɣ kpam ɖυɖɔ

Ðakυta:

Ɛbὲ ŋdɔwa?

Katie:
Ðakυta:

Sona nɛ koliko
Tanɩzɩ, pɩdɛŋ lὲlὲ. Mɛndɛŋŋ maɣzυ lɛ , ŋli kɔyɛ

Katie :

Pɩwὲ ɖew

Dialogue in English
Katie:
Doctor:
Katie:
Doctor:
Katie:
Doctor:
Katie:

Good morning Doctor
Good monrning. What is wrong with you?
Since yesterday, I am not feeling well. l have stomach ache , l also
have diarrhea.
What did you eat?
I ate beans and fried yams.
Do not worry; the pain is going to end now. After l examine you, l
will give you some medicine.
Fine

Cultural notes
There are various theories about the causes of disease in Kabiye area.
Some believe that physical agents cause disease while others believe that
disease and injury come about because of the intervention of the spirit world.
People of different backgrounds may emphasize one or another of these
theories of causality in their personal belief system about disease.
Some diseases are referred to by euphemisms like smallpox ''ɛsɔ kυdɔŋ''
(God disease). Their real meanings are avoided because mentioning the
disease may bring the disease upon the person using the real name. Some
people believe the wrath of the gods may be visited upon a person who fails to
use the euphemism
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Words and useful expressions
1)

The body
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ñυw
ñɔsɩ
ɛsɩyὲ
ɛsὲ
mɔɔw
nɔɣ
kéɖé
naŋgbaw/ naŋgbaŋ
hamυ

2)

head
hair
eye
eyes
nose
mouth
tooth/teeth
ear/ears
arm

nisi
lotu
naŋgbaŋaɣ
/ naŋgbaŋzɩ
nie/ne
natalυ/nataŋ
nimbiye
pondone
laŋɩyὲ

hand
intestines
leg/legs
finger/fingers
foot/feet
toe
neck
chest

The diseases
kυdɔŋ
kυdɔmɩŋ
kpeziw
tutu
kɩnamɩyὲ
kahυyaɣ
ñυw holúú
ɛsɔ kυdɔŋ
anɩza
lotu wɩwυ
SIDA

disease
diseases
cough
cold
fever
diarrhea
headache
small pox
dysentery
stomach ache
AIDS
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Verbs
wɩwυ
cɛbυ

libú

to hurt
to heal

to take (swallow)

medicine
labυ

to do

Expressions
Mɔñυw holu (m)
Molotu wɩwυ
Mὲsὲ wɩwυ
Ñélé wɩwυ?
Ñélé wɩwυŋ?
Ɛbὲ lakɩŋ?
Tutu kpam
Kpeziw kpam
Kahuyɔ kpam
Nikaɣ sυm
Pὶlábà soci?
Pὶlabaŋ soci?
Ñɔyɔɣ cɛba?
yɔɣ cɛbυ
Ɛsɔ ɛkɔna alafɩa
Kaka, ŋka
Pὶdaɖɔ
tɔ
ɖatυta wobu
kɔyɛ libu

I have headache
I have stomach ache
My eyes hurt me
Where do you hurt?
Where do you hurt?
What's wrong with you? (what's doing you)?
I'm cold (the cold attacked me literally)
I have cough
I have diarrhea
I'm cold
Is it getting better?
Are you getting better?
Did you heal?
to be healed
Have a good health (may god bring a good health)
Sorry
Let the sickness not get worse
Ok.
to go to hospital
to take medicine

Exercises:
1)
2)

Give a lecture to the rest of the class pointing out body parts you studied.
Write a dialogue using the following expressions
Ñele wɩwυ?, pɩdaɖɔ, alafɩa wɛ, mɛwɛ wɩwυ, tɔ, mɛmfɛɩ alafɩa

Grammar notes
1)

The use of pɩ (impersonal pronoun)
Example:
Pɩwɩwυm

I'm sick
Pɩ is used before verb stems for English impersonal ''it''
Pὶwɩwυm
Pὶdɛŋ
Pὶdaɖɔ

I'm sick (it hurts me)
It is going to end
Let it not get worse
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2)

The present of wɩwυ (to hurt or to become sick)
Pὶwɩwυm
Pὶwɩwυŋ
Pὶwɩwυɩ
Pὶwɩwυɖυ
Pὶwɩwυmɩ
Pὶwɩwυwɛ

I'm sick
You are sick
She/he is sick
We are sick
You are sick
They are sick

Exercises
1)

Answer these questions using the possessive adjectives following the example
below:
Example:
Ɛbὲ lakɩŋ?
Ñυw (ma) - holu
Ɛbὲ lakɩ Deborah?
Lotu (ɛ) - wɩwυ
Ɛbɛ lakɩmɩ?
Ɛsὲ (ma nɛ Emilie) - wɩwυ
Ɛbὲ lakɩwɛ ?
Nisi (David nɛ Salifou) - wɩwυ

2)

Translate into Kabiye
She is sick
They go to hospital
Your elder brother has headache
What is wrong with your arm?
Are you getting better?
They have cold
We are cold
You are not feeling fine

Situation
Your neighbor's wife is sick. Greet her and ask questions to know what is wrong with her.
TDA
Your host mother has diarrhea. Use appropriate expressions to show your compassion to
her.
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Lesson 11
Express one's sympathy in a happy or sad event

Objectives:
After studying this lesson trainees will be able to :
1. Talk about the culturally accepted behavior during a happy or sad event
2. Use correct words and expressions to sympathize in those events.
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Dialogue
Jocelyn's host junior sister has given birth. She pays her visit and expresses her feelings.
Jocelyn:

Pɩjaɣ ɛzɩma?

Sister:

Alafɩa mám mám mám

Jocelyn:

Manɩwa se ŋlυla ɖéɖè wayɩ. Ñana ñυw leleŋ

Sister:
Jocelyn:

Ñana sɛtυ
Páyaɣ gὲ súwe?

Sister:

Páyaɣ gὲ se Godwin

Jocelyn:

Pὶlabam cámίyὲ.Ɛsɔ ɛsɩnaŋ. Mυ 2.500F nɛ ŋya fɔfɔ

Sister:

Ŋlaba lέ Jocelyn

Dialogue in English
Jocelyn:
Sister:
Jocelyn:
Sister:
Jocelyn:
Sister:
Jocelyn:
Sister

How are you?
Very fine
I heard that you gave birth the previous day. Congratulations!
Thank you
What is the name of the baby?
His name is Godwin
I am very happy. May God help you. Here is 2.500F to buy soap
Thanks Jocelyn

Cultural notes
It's very important to express one's sympathy to a friend , a colleague, your
neighbor during a sad event (sickness, accident, death...) by visiting or making a
symbolic gift of money, food or anything else depending on your relationship.
You do the same for happy events and you congratulate
Failing to give a moral support (especially to pay a simple visit) would make
people think that you have no regard toward people or you are not interested in
the community in which you live.
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Words and useful expressions
Happy events
nisiɖɔkυ/halυkpɔyɛ
pυa lυlυ
ɖiwu
ɛsɩnda wobu
ɛsɔ lɩm sɔwυ

marriage
birth
success
promotion
baptism

Sad events
sɩm
mɩlɩm
miŋ
tὺmίyὲ da yebu
lɔrɩ tɔlυ

death
robbery
fire
dismissal
accident

Verbs
lυlὺὺ
sɔwυ (ɛsɔ lɩm sɔwυ)
kpaɣυ (halυ)
wálὺὺ
sɩbυ
mɩlὺὺ
ɖɩwυ
ñaɣwυ

to give birth
to baptize
to marry a woman
to marry a man
to die
to steal
to succeed
to burn

Expressions
For happy events
Ñánà ñυw leleŋ
Mɩnà ñυw leleŋ
Ɛnà ñυw leleŋ
Ñánà pὶda lɩyυυ
Ŋlaba
Ñana tὺmίyὲ

Congratulations (you're lucky)
Congratulations (you plural)
Congratulations to him/her
Congratulations
Great (you did great thing, wonderful)
Well done

For sad events
Kaka
Ñánà kυñɔŋ
Ɛsɔ ɛhὲzɩ ñalaŋɩyὲ
Ɛsɔ ɛsɩɩ ɖɩbanɖὲ
Ðυ sudu

Sorry
Condolences
Be comforted
Let God keep him in a good place
Have courage
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Exercises:
1)

Express your feeling on these events:
Your brother got married
Your host father has just lost his mother
Your friend passed his exams
Your aunt had her first baby.

Grammar notes
The review of the past tense:
pυa lυlυυ
Mɔlυla pυa
Ŋlυla pυa
Hilary lυla pυa
Ðɩlυla piya
Ɩlυla piya
Pɔlυla piya
caa sɩbυ
Manjàà sɩba
Ñajàà sɩba
Ɛjàà sɩba
Ðajàà sɩba
Mɩjàà sɩba
Pajàà sɩba
halυ kpaɣυ
Mangbaɣa hálὺ
Ŋgbaɣa hálὺ
Charlie kpaɣa hálὺ
Ðɩgbaɣa hálaa
Ɩgbaɣa hálaa
Pagbaɣa hálaa

to give birth
I gave birth
You gave birth
Hilary gave birth
We gave birth
You gave birth
They gave birth
father dying
My father is dead
Your father is dead
Her/his father is dead
Our father is dead
Your father is dead
Their father is dead
to marry
I got married
You got married
Charlie got married
We got married
You got married
They got married
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Exercises
1)

How do you respond in Kabiye to these events
Example:
Enew kpaɣa hálὺ
Ɛna ñυw leleŋ
Paja sɩba
Mangbaɣa hálὺ
Ðoɖòò lυla pυa
Ɛcɔzɔ sɩba

2)

Complete and practice the following dialogue with a Kabiye speaker
A: Mɩnà wίsὶ
B: Yàà.Pὶjaɣ ɛzɩma?
A: Alafɩa, ɛbὲ laba sɔnɔ tànaŋdὲ ?

Etc.
3)

Translate into Kabiye
I lost my father
Congratulations
She got married
Have courage
My condolences
You have succeeded
You have been promoted

Situation
The headmaster's wife at the school where you are working has just given birth. She
meets you and announces the event to you. Express your feelings to her.
TDA
Go to see your counterpart. Ask him questions on what he does when event occurs in the
community. Come and share with the class the new expressions.
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Lesson 12
Ask for help in an emergency case

Objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

After studying this lesson trainees will be able to:
Use appropriate words and expressions to ask for help in an emergency case
Use complement pronouns
Discuss the safety and security support system in their community
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Dialogue
There is a snake in Nina's room. She cries and asks for help. The neighbors rescue her.
Nina :
Neighbors:

Hayɩ ɖυm nééé ! Ðυm; Ɛsɩnam!
Lé ὲwέ ?

Nina :

Ɛwὲ manɖaŋ da, kpelaɣ cɔlɔ. Ɛsɩnam nɛ ɖɩkυɩ

Neighbors :

Tanɩzɩ ɖɩkυɩ lὲlὲ. Ɛgυ fɛɩ kaɖὲ

Nina :

Mɩna mañυw yabυ

Dialogue in English
Nina :
Neighbors:
Nina:
Neighbors:
Nina :

Oh snake ! Oh Snake. Help me!
Where is it?
It is in my room near the chair. Help me kill it.
Do not worry. We are going to kill it now. Killing this snake is not
difficult.
Thank you for helping me.

Cultural notes
Solidarity between people in the community is very strong, so you just call
out if you need others' help.
In towns or big cities people are more individualistic.
Words and expressions
Cases in which people need assistance:
mɩlɩm
miŋ mυυ
ɖυm ñasυ
haɣ ñasυ
lɩm libu/kpaɣυ
mabυ
tɔlυ

theft
fire
snake bite
dog bite
drowning
physical assault
falling from the bike or car accident

Some verbs:
sɩnaυ
yabυ (ñυw yabυ)
lɩzὺὺ
mυwυ

to help
to save
to save
to help
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Expressions:
To alert
Hayɩ ɖυm nééé
Ðυm ñasam
Pamakɩm yééé
Hayɩ miŋ nééé
Hayɩ lɩm kpaɣkυm yééé
Mɩlυ nééé
Haɣ ñasɩm yééé

Snake
The snake has bitten me
People are beating me
Fire
I'm drowning
Thief
The dog is biting me

To ask for help
Ɩsɩnam
Ɩlɩzɩm
Ɩya mañυw
Ɩmυm
Ɩya mɔntυmɩyɛ da
Ɩya numero kυnɛ kυyɔ

Help
Save me
Save me
Help me
Call my office
Call on this number

To help
Ɛbὲ lakɩŋ?
Mansɩnaŋ?
Ɛbὲ manpɩzυ mala?
Aɩɩ pɩmaɣ
Ɛὲ

What is wrong with you?
Can I help you?
What can I do?
No, it is ok
Yes

Exercises:
1)

Make sentences using these words
Ñasam, lɩm, ɖυm, mɩlɩm

2)

Complete and practice the following dialogue with your classmates
A; Hayɩ, hayɩ
B: ---- lakɩŋ?
A: --- nééé

Etc.
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Grammar notes
1)

The use of nééé and yééé
Nééé

is used after a noun to draw someone's attention when a danger occurs

Mɩlυ

thief
Mɩlυ nééé
oh thief
Yééé is placed after the verb when someone is calling for help
Mυm

save
oh save me

Mυm yééé

The two words are interjections
2)

The personal object pronouns
Ɩsɩnam

Help me (you plural)
Sɩnam
Help me
The personal object pronouns are:
Kabiye

English

-m

me

-ŋ

you

-ɩ

her/him

-ɖυ

us

-mɩ

you

-wɛ

them

They are always attached to the imperative
Example:
sɩnaυ
to help
Imperative
with pronoun
sɩna help
sɩnaɖυ to help us
Exercises
1)

Follow the example below and make sentence with the appropriate personal
pronoun
Ðυm ñasam

the snake has bitten me

Sɩna
Ðυm ñasam
Ɩsɩnam
Lɩm kpaɣkυ Fred
Mυ
Haɣ ñasa mana Gilbert
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Sɩna
Mɩlυ nééé
Ɩsɩna

2)

Translate into Kabiye
Can I help you?
Help them
They help me
It's ok
Her father helps me
What can I do?

Situation
When coming from the market around 6:00 p.m., you saw a group of people. They attempt
to attack you and they steal what you bought. Ask for help.
TDA
Go to your host brother. Ask him questions about how he asks for help when a dog chases
him. Come and report to the class.
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Lesson 13
Talk about her/his work

Objectives:
After studying this lesson trainees will be able to :
1. Use appropriate vocabulary and the conditional tense to talk about his/her job in the
community.
2. Discuss the importance of foreign help (especially American help) in Kabiye
communities.
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Dialogue
Erica a GEE Volunteer in Pagouda met the Director of the CEG and explained to him the
reason why she is there
Director:
Erica:

Kabɩtɛ
Yàà. Ɩlὶwá lέ

Director:
Erica:

Alafɩa mám mám mám. Páyaŋ súwe?
Páyam se Erica. Mὲlὶna Alexandria Amerika tέtὺ da. Mɛngὲ Corps de

Director:

Tὺmίyὲ ŋɖɩ ŋlakɩ Pagouda cίnὲ ?

Erica:

Mɔntὺmίyὲ páyaɣ se GEE ya ''Education et Promotion de la Fille'' farasɩ

la Paix sɔɔlɩm tὺmίyὲ laɖύ.

da. Mangaɣ tὺmίyὲ labυ nɛ halυbiya nɛ súkúlibiya nɛ tὺmá kpɛlɛkɩyaa.
Máwɩlυwɛ ɛzɩma pὶwὲ se pala nɛ powolo ɛsɩnda
Director:

Pὶwὲ cámὶyὲ. Pɩɖéké Corps de la Paix sɔɔlɩm tὺmίyὲ laɖa lakɩ ?

Erica:

Aaɩ. Tὺmá lɛna wὲ.

Director:

Pὶgὲdɩnam se mánaŋ ɖɩgaɣ tὺmὶyὲ labυ.

Erica:

Ɩlaba lɛ

Dialogue in English
Director:
Erica:
Director:
Erica:
Director:
Erica:

Director:
Erica:
Director:
Erica:

Welcome
Thank you ! Good morning. (how are you ?)
I am very fine. What's your name, please?
My name is Erica. I am from Alexandria in America. I'm a Peace
Corps Volunteer.
What kind of work are you going to do here in Pagouda ?
I'm GEE Volunteer. In French ''Education et Promotion de la Fille''. l
will work with female, students as well as apprentices. I'm going to
teach them how to promote themselves
That's good. Is it what all Peace Corps Volunteers are doing?
No. There are other programs.
I'm happy that I am going to collaborate with you.
Thank you.

Cultural notes
Americans are well regarded in the community and everybody would like to
befriend or to collaborate with them.
People think Americans are rich and powerful and have solution for any
situation
Proverb:
Tυmɩyɛ payaɣ ɛyυ.

Work ennobles a person)
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Words and expressions related to programs
Halυbiya ɛsɩnda ɖɛw
(wobυ) nυmaw da
súkúli
súkúlibiya
wɩlɩyυ/cica
tὺmá kpɛlɛkɩya
piyá càànaa
koleji
tὺmίyὲ da
càà/ɖòò
kedizaɣ
wɩlɩwυ
kpéélúú
ɖigbeliye
patυ hawυ
tɩɖɔkυ
Mangaɣ tὺmίyὲ labυ nɛ

GEE:
school
students
teacher
apprentices
parents
college
workshop/office
patron/also father and mother
meeting
to teach
to gather
place of meeting
to advise
remain a virgin
I will work in the GEE program

hálὺbiya ɛsɩnda ɖɛw
nυmaw da
Mahaɣ wɛ patυ pɩlɩna

I will give them advice on how to remain a virgin

tɩɖɔkυ yɔɔ
Mana súkúlibiya ɖɩlakɩ tὺmίyὲ
Mana halυbiya ɖigbelu

I work with students
I'm going to meet with girls and talk about abortion

nɛ mɔyɔɖɩ pɩlɩ na
hɔsɩ lɩzὺὺ
Tɔnυ da alafɩa nυmaw da
ɖákὺta dὲ
ɖákὺta
kɔyɛ
sɔbυ
lɔŋ sɔzυυ
piyà maɣzυυ
cɩɖɩcɩɖɩ lakasɩ
piyà yɔɔ cɔnaυ
sɔbɔɖὲ dὲ hɩnὺὺ
sida kυdɔŋ
kυdɔmɩŋ ŋdɩ ŋdɩ
Tom kɛdὺὺ/súsúú

CHAP
hospital
doctor/nurse
medicine
to inject
to advise
baby weighing
hygiene
to take care of children
to sleep under the mosquito net
AIDS
all kinds of diseases
to give information/ causerie
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Mɛngɛdυ hálaa ɛzɩma
pὶwὲ se pɔcɔna
piya yɔɔ
Mengbelu ɖakυtanaa nɛ
mɛngɛdυwɛ pɩlɩ sida

I give information to women on
how to take care of children.
I assemble doctors/nurses and
give them information on AIDS

kυdɔm yɔɔ
Tiŋ sɔwυ nɛ fɔɣ da

NRM

tυmɩyɛ nɛ ɖɔɖɛ nυmaw da
haɖaa
tɩw/tɩŋ
huɖe
ɖuwu
sɔwυ
mɩzaɣ
fɔɣ
hayɩm
huɖe ɖυυ
tὲwυ
yolim
lυŋɩyὲ
tɩŋbe
ñɩtυ
ɖasɩ
sɩnaυ
kelema
heŋ
naŋ
ɖɔwυ
Pɩwɛ se ɖɩsɔ tɩŋ
Tɩŋ kɔŋna tɛwυ

farmers
tree
fertilizer, compost, pit
to sow (maize, beans...)
to plant (trees)
cooking stove
farm
farm
fertilizer use
rain
rainy season
dry season
seed (for all kinds of trees)
grass
wood
to help
chickens
sheep
cows
to breed
We have to plant trees
Trees favor rain
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Tadɩɛ labυ nυmaw da

SED
shop
shop keeper
money
tontine
group
group of women
to save money
bank
to sell
to buy things

faɖὲ
faɖὲdύ
lidiye
abo
ŋgbɛy
hala ŋgbɛyɛ
lidiye sɩwυ
lidiye kosɔ
wondu pɛɖὺὺ
wondu habὺὺ

Exercises
1)
2)

Give in Kabiye two or three activities from each program
Make sentences following the example below
Example:
Sɔɔlɩm tυmɩyɛ laɖaa

faɖɛ da

Volunteers

shop

Sɔɔlɩm tυmɩyɛ laɖaa woki faɖɛ da

The Volunteers go the shop
Haɖaa tɩŋ
Tadɩɛ laɖυ

lidiye

Sɔɔlɩm tυmɩyɛ laɖυ
Sukulibiya

-Sida kυdɔŋ

kedizaɣ

Grammar notes
The future tense
Mangaɣ tυmɩyɛ labυ nɛ halυbiya

or

I will work with girls

Mangaɣ labυ tυmɩyɛ nɛ halυbiya
Mangaɣ +

labυ +

subj.+gaɣ + infinitive +

tυmɩyɛ nɛ halυbiya

object

gaɣ

is the conjugated form of the verb ''kawυ'' (to be going to)
The other forms
Ŋgaɣ labυ tυmɩyɛ nɛ halaa
Sue gaɣ sɔwυ tɩŋ
Ðɩgaɣ kpeeluu wɩlɩyaa
Ɩgaɣ pɛdυυ wondυ
Pagaɣ wobυ fɔɣda

You'll work with women
Sue will plant trees
We'll meet teachers
You'll sell things
They'll go into shop
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Exercises
1)

Answer these questions.
Example:
Ɛbɛ ŋgaɣ labυ cee?

sukuli da wobu

Cee mangaɣ wobu sukuli da
Ɛbɛ sɔɔlɩm tυmɩyɛ laɖυ gaɣ labυ?

wɩlυυ pɩlɩna Sida yɔɔ

Ɛbɛ Ðakυtanaa gaɣ labυ?

kɛdυυ pɩlɩna cɩɖɩcɩɖɩ lakasɩ yɔɔ

Le haɖaa gaɣ sɔwυ tɩŋ ?

posυ cɔlɔ

Ɛbɛ tυma kpɛlɛkɩya gaɣ labυ? Valerie sɩnaυ

2)

Rearrange the words in these sentences
Tɩŋbe/Evangeline/pɛdυυ/gaɣ
Pajanaa/gaɣ/sukulibiya/nɛ/sukuli da/kpeeluu
Hɔlυ/alafɩa/tɔnυ da
Camɩyɛ/wɛ/lakasɩ/cɩɖɩcɩɖɩ

3)

Translate into Kabiye
I'll work with farmers
You will teach in college
The parents have meeting
The Peace volunteer will work well
I'm happy that l will collaborate with you
She's living in Babade

Situation
You meet the women of your post. Explain to them what are the main activities you are
going to do with them.
TDA
Go to the chief of your village introduce yourself and talk about your program in Kabiye
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Useful expressions
1)

Conversation managers
Yɔdɩ hɛɛ

Say it slowly
Tasɩ yɔdυ
Say it again
Pɩdɔbυ suwe?
What does it mean?
Mandanɩ pɩda
I did not understand it
Mandanɩ
I did not understand
Maanɩwυ
I don't understand
Ɩnɩ pɩda?
Is it clear to you?
Ɛɛ manɩwa
Yes, I heard
Aaɩ mandanɩ
No, I did not hear
Yɔdɩ hɛɛ nɛ manɩ camɩyɛ Say it slowly so I can hear it well
Ŋdɔŋ suwe?
What are you saying?
Ŋyɔdυ suwe?
What are you saying?
Ɛbɛ
What
Pɩdala nabɩyυ
It doesn't matter
Tovonum na?
Is it true?
Ɛɛ tovonum
Yes it is true
Aaɩ
No it is not true
Pɩwɛ se...
It's necessary to...
Pɩjɛya se...
It's important to...
Pɩwɛ ɖew se
It's good to...
2)

Needs
Ñɔɔsɩ wυm
Mɔndɔɔkɩ
Lɔkɔtυ ɖɛm/ɖɔkam
Mɔñɔwυ lɩm
Mɔñɔwυ
Pɩnɩm
Mɛhɛzυ
Mahɩnυ
Mowoki awayɩ
Mɛlɩwυ awayɩ
Soŋaɣ wɛ
Soŋaɣ lakɩm
Nikaɣ sυm
Nikaɣ wɛ
Manjaɣ gbɛlɛkυ pasɩ

I'm hungry
I eat
I'm thirsty
I drink water
I drink, is used for all liquids
I'm tired
I want to relax
I'm going to bed
I want to use the latrine
I want to use latrine
It's hot
I'm hot
I'm cold
It's cold
I want to learn a little
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3)

At home
Kafaɖa

Excuse me, please
Sυ/ɩsυ
Come in
Kabɩtɛ
Welcome
Kabɩtɛwa
Welcome (you plural)
Mɛndɛ cɩnɛ alafɩa
What's the object of your visit?
Mowoki kɩyakυ da mɔŋgɔ I am going to the market and I'll be back (return)
Ŋgɔ lɔŋ
Come back early
Caɣ
Have a seat
Ɩcaɣ
Have a seat
Ðɩtɔ
Let us eat
Kɔɔ ɖɩtɔ
Come and let's eat
Ɩkɔɔ ɖɩtɔ
Come and let's eat
4)

Travel
Mowoki mυmaw mɔŋgɔ
Wele wele
Ŋɖɔ camɩyɛ
Ŋwolo camɩyɛ
Peɖe mba yɔ?

5)

Compliment
Wondu tυnɛ tɩmυnaŋ
Ñotoko kυnɛ kɩmυnaŋ
Toko ŋgυ kɩkɛdɩnam
Ñapɩsaw kɛdɩnam

6)

You are wearing nice clothes
Your shirt is very nice
I like your shirt
I like your cloth

At work
Ñana tυmɩyɛ
Mɩna tυmɩyɛ
Yaa
Ŋwɛ pɩyɔɔ?
Mɛwɛ pɩyɔɔ
Tυmɩyɛ wɛ ɖoŋ

7)

I want to travel and I'll be back (return)
Have a good trip/bye bye
Have a good trip
Have a good trip
What about the people over there?
(referred to the place you went to)

Well done
Well done
OK
Are you doing it?
I'm doing it
The work is hard

The weather
Heelim makɩ
Tɛwυ nɩwυ
Ɛsɔɔda wɛ kelekele
Wɩsɩ ñakɩ
Tɛwυ caɣ nɩwυ
Tɛwυ bíyà

The wind is blowing
It is raining
The weather is fine
The sun shines too much
It is going to rain
The weather is dark
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8)

At feast
Kazandυ ŋdυ tυjυwa
Kazandυ wɛ leleŋ

The feast was very good
The feast is good
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English-Kabiye Glossary
A
accept (v) – tisuu

as

across - tℇzuu
add (v) - sɔzυυ, tasυυ
affair - tɔm, tɔmnaa
afraid (to be) - sɔŋdυ sewu
after - wayɩ
afternoon - wɩsɩ da

ask (v) - pɔzυυ
assistant - sɩnυyυ, sɩnɩyaa
at- dℇ
August - Lυtɔzɔ fenaɣ

- ℇsɩ

again - tasɩ, ɖaanɩ, tasυυ
agree (v) - tisuu
air - heelɩm
airplane - ℇsɔda lɔrɩyℇ
all - tɩŋℇ - kpekpe
allow (v) – nυmaw hawυ, nυmaw yebu
alone - ɖeke
also - ɖɔɖɔ
always – tam tam
America – Amerika
American – Amerikadυ, Amerikamba
among - hℇkυ da
and - nℇ
animal - kpɩnℇ/kpɩna
ask (v) - sυlυmυυ
answer (v) - cosuu
any day - paaɖoye
anything – paa ebe, paa bebe, natυyυ
April - Ðomaɣ, Naza fenaɣ
arrest - kpawυ
arrive – talυυ
article – wonu, wondu
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B
baby – pυa
back - sɩɣye
bad - pɩfℇɩ ɖew
baggage – wondu, wondunaa

bicycle– cℇcℇ, cℇcℇnaa
big– sɔsɔ
bird – sumaɣ, sumasi

bank – baŋki

bite (v) – nyasυυ

baobab – teluw
barber - nyɔsɩ hυmyυ
basket - ɖɔkυ, ɖɔkυŋ
bathe (v) - sɔwυ
bathing suit – cokodo
bathroom - lɩm ɖɩsɔyℇ

blacksmith – kolu, kolaa
blood – calɩm
body – tɔnυ, tomnaɣ
boil – wasυυ
book - takayaaɣ, takayisi
born (to be) (v) – lυlυυ

battery (flashlight) - tɔsɩ pℇℇ, tɔsɩ pɩyℇ

borrow (v) - kindυυ

beach – teŋgu nɔɣ

boss – nyυwdυ, nyυŋdɩnaa, sɔsɔ sɔsaa

be (v) - kℇwυ

bottle - kpalaba

beat (v) – mabυ

boy – abalυ, pυa, abalυ piya

beans – sona

bread - kpɔnυ

because - mbυpυyɔɔ yɔ, pυdɔbυ se
become (v) - pɩsυυ
bed – ndene, kaɖυ
bed (mat) – nyalυυ, nyalɩm

break - yɔkυυ, pℇlυυ
brew cukutu (v) - pυwυ
bring (v) - kɔnaw
brother (elder) - ɖalυ, ɖalυnaa

bedroom - ɖaŋ, ɖamɩŋ

bucket – tɔka, tɔkasɩ

bee – tυw, tυŋ
beer – biya, anasaɩ sυlυm
befriend a girl (v) – ɖanυυ
beg (v) – hulaɣ kuluu

build (v) - mawυ
building – kuduyu, kuduyuŋ
burn (v) - sɔbυ, nyɣazυυ, nyɣazυυ
burn (v) - sɔbυ, nyɣazυυ, nyɣazυυ

begin – pazυυ

bury (v) - pim

behind –pɩwayɩ, wayɩ

business - tυmɩyℇ,tυma

beverage – sυlυm

busy (to be) - ℇsa sℇwυ, ɖɔkɩnaw

beyond – pɩwayɩ

but - pɩtℇ lℇ, pɩkazɩ
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C
cadaver - sɩɖυ, sɩɖaa
call (v) - yawυ
camera - foto
cancel - hɩzυυ
careful - tɩyɔɔ cɔnaw
carpenter – kafinda, kafindanaa
carry (v) - sɩɣlυυ

catch- kpawυ
cement - somtu
cemetery - pilaŋ yɔɔ, ℇyaa ɖibinɖe
ceremony - sɔnzi

classroom - sukuli ɖaŋ
clean - cɩɖɩcɩɖɩ
clear – kelekele, kpɩlɩŋgbɩlɩ
clock - wacɩ sɔsɔw
close - tɔwυ, ɖɩɣwυ
cloth - pɩsaw, pɩsaŋ
cloth (traditional) - pɩsaw, pɩsaŋ
cloud - ℇsɔmɩndυ, ℇsɔmɩndυ
coat - kotu
cobra - ɖa
cock – kalɩmaw, kalɩmaŋ
coffee - kɔfɩ
college – sukuli sɔsɔw
cold - niŋkaɣ

chain - kpasi

comb - saɣtaɣ, saɣtasɩ

chair - kpelaɣ, kpelasi
cheese- waakasɩ
chief - wiyaw, awiya
chicken - kelimiye, keleme
child - pυa, pɩa
choose (v) - lɩzυυ
cukutu - sυlυm
cukutu calabash - caɖaɣ, caɖasi

comb (v) - seɣtuu
come (v) - kɔm
come from (v) - linaυ
come out (v) - lɩwυ
come together (v) - kpeeluu
comfortable - ɖew
commerce - tadɩyℇ
company - ŋgbℇyℇ
complete (v) - tℇzυυ

church - cɔɔcɩ

condition - wℇtυ

church (building) - cɔɔcɩ kuduyu,

continue (v) - pɩyɔɔ wobu

cash - lidiye

kpeŋgbelaɣ, kpeŋgbelasi

esɔkuduyu

city - tℇtυ sɔsɔtυ

control (v) - kandυυ
conversation - fawɩyℇ
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cook (v) - tɩzυυ
cook soup (v) - hiluu
cool – niɣduu, niŋkaɣ sɩɖɩsɩɖɩ
copulate (v) - yalυυ
cost (v) – lidiye mυwυ
cough (v) - kpezuu
count – kalυυ
country - ℇjaɖℇ, tℇtυ, tℇtυnaa
cousin - ɖℇdυ, ɖℇdɩnaa
cover – suluu, suluŋ
co-wife - yυnɖɔŋ, yυnɖɔma
cross (v) tℇzυυ, lℇdυυ
cry (v) wiluu
cup - kɔpυ
customer – yaɖυ, yaɖaa
cut (v) - sℇtυυ
cut (bamboo) - cℇbυ
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D
dance - payℇ
dark - cɩkpℇndυ
date – wiye
daughter - pℇlɔ
dawn - tℇbɩyℇ
day – kaakυ
day after tomorrow – cee nℇ kife
day after tomorrow, future – cee wayɩ
day before yesterday – ɖeɖe wayɩ
death - sɩm
decide (v) - maɣzυυ
deceive (v) - cℇzυυ
December - Saŋayɩŋ
defecate (v) - nɩwυ
dentist – kela, kɔyℇ laɖυ
deny (v) - kpℇzυυ
descend (v) - tibu
desire - sɔɔlɩm
dew - ɖoluu
diarrhea - kahυyɔ
die (v) - sɩbυ
different - ndɩndɩ
difficult - ɖoŋ
difficult (it is) – pɩwℇ ɖoŋ
difficult, hard - kaɖℇ
dig (v) - huyuu
dining room – tɔɔnaɣ ɖɩdɔɔyℇ
dinner - ɖanaɣ yɔɔ tɔɔnaɣ
dirty - kυzɔɔtυ, asuluma
dish - nyanaɣ, nyanzɩ
disturb water – cυυdυυ

doctor - ɖakυta, kɔyℇ laɖυ, kɔyℇ laɖaa
dog - haɣ
donkey - kpaŋaɣ
door – muluku, mulukuŋ, pɔɔyυυ, pɔɔyυŋ
double – naalℇ, agbaka, nabυlℇ da
doughnut – kℇkℇyaɣ, kℇkℇsɩ
dream (v) - ɖozuu
dream - ɖoziye, ɖoza
dress- manɖam toko, halaa toko
drink (v) - nyɔwυ
drive (v) - sawυ
dry - wɩlɩŋ
dry season - lυŋɩyℇ
during – alυwatυ ndυ
dust - mυzυυ
duty - tυmɩyℇ,- tυma
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E
each – paa wei
ear - naŋgbaŋ
early - lɔŋ
earth - ℇjaɖℇ tℇtυ
easy - pɩfℇɩ ɖoŋ
eat (v)- tɔɔwυ
eat (candy, fruit) – mυwυ
eat fruit (like mango) - mυzυυ
eat (yams) - nyasυυ
effort - koŋkaɖɩ
egg - yaɖℇ, yala
either - yaa
enjoy (v)- leleŋ nɩwυ
enough - pɩmaɣ
enter (v)- sυυ
entire - mam
evening – ɖanaɣ, ɖanasɩ
everything - pɩtɩŋℇ
excuse me - kafaɖa
exist (v)- wℇwυ
expensive - caɖaa
explain (v)- pɩdaa lɩzυυ
eye - ℇsɩyℇ
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F
face - ℇsℇ da
fall (v) - tɔlυυ
fall like rain (v) - nɩwυ
false - cℇtɩm
family – cejewiye
far – poliŋ
farm - fɔɣ, hayɩm
farmer - haɖυ, haɖaa
fast – waka
father – caa, caanaa
fatigue - nyɩŋazɩ, nɩwυ
favor - kυdzɔw
favor (to do)- kυdzɔw labυ
favorite - sɔɔlɩmdυ
fear - sɔŋdυ
feast – kasandυ
February - Lℇlaɣ
feces - pɩndυ
feet – nataŋ
fence – koloŋa, kolonzi
fertility – mυzυŋ
fertilizer - huɖe
fever - kɩnamɩyℇ
few - cabɩ
field - kadaɣ
fifty - nɩɩnυwa
fill (v)- suyuu
finally - ntℇzɩ lℇ
find (v) - hiwu
fine (healtly) - alafɩa
fine - ɖew
finger – nie, ne

finish (v) – tℇm, tℇzυυ
finished - pɩdℇma
first - kadzalaɣ
flavor - leleŋ
floor - tataa
flour - mυlυm
follow (v) - tɩŋυυ
food - tɔɔnaɣ, tɔɔnasɩ
foot - natalυυ
force - ɖoŋ
forest – law, laŋ, lakυw, lakɩŋ
forget (v)- sɔwυ
forward - ℇsℇndaa
four - nanza
free (v) - yebu
friday - Kumea
friendship - ℇgbaadɩyℇ
from - lɩna
future – cee, wayɩ
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G

H

game - aleɣya
garden - kaɖaɣ
gas station – sanzɩ ɖɩbℇdɩyℇ
gather (v) – kpeeluu
gift - kɩzaw, kɩzay
give – hawυ
god - ℇsɔ, ℇsɔnaa
go (v) - ɖℇwυ
go away (v) - ɖℇwυ, kυlυυ
go down – tibu
go home – kpem
go to town - lɩwυ
go up – kpawυ
greetings - sℇtυ
grind (v) – naŋυυ
ground – tataa
group - ℇgbaɖℇ
grow (v) - nyɔtυ
grow (germinate) - nyɔwυ
guinea corn - mɩɖℇ, mɩla
guinea fowl – suw, suŋ

hair -nɔysɩ
haircut - nɖysɩ hυm
half - hɔɔlυυ, hɔɔlυŋ
happen (v) - labυ
happy - laŋhυlυmɩyℇ, taa leleŋ
hard - ɖoŋ
hat - hulaɣ
heal (v)- cℇbυ
health - alafɩa
hear (v) - nɩwυ, naŋgbaŋ ɖυwυ
help (v)- sɩnaυ
here - cɩna, cɩnℇ, cɩnɩyɔ
hold (v)- ɖɔkυυ
home - ɖaɣ, dℇsɩ
hospital - ɖakυta
hot - soŋaɣ
hotel – akoma kuduyu
house – daŋ, damɩŋ, kuduyu, kuduyuŋ
how(many/much) - ℇzɩma
human - ℇyυ, ℇyaa
humid – niŋkaɣ, niɣduu
hurt (v) - kυwυ
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I

J

l – ma
idea - maɣzɩm
if – yee…kɔyɔ
illness - kυdɔŋ
immediately – ɖasam, kpaka
important - wazaɣ wazasɩ
increase (v) - sɔzυυ
inform (v) – suzuu
inject (v) - sɔbυ

January - kɔlaɣ
job - tυmɩyℇ,tυma
joke - aleɣya
journey (safe) – kaakυ huyuu, wele wele
July - Lυbℇ fenaɣ
June - Loɖo fenaɣ

K
keep (v) - sɩwυ, mℇℇsυυ
key - ɖaŋ nyɩmɩyℇ, nyɩma
kill (v) - kυwυ
kitchen - nemeɣa, ɖɩdɩzɩyℇ
know (v) - tilυυ
knowing - sɩm

L
late (to be) - wayɩ caɣwυ
laugh (v) – woŋuu
laundry – wondu ɖɩcɔtɩyℇ
learn (v) - kpℇlℇhυυ
leave (v) - ɖℇwυ
left - lɩmɩyℇ
lend - kɩndυυ
letter - takayaɣ, takayɩsɩ
life – wezuu
light (lamp) - kanɖυ
light (sun) - wɩsɩ
like (as) - ℇzɩ

like (v) - sɔɔlɩm
listen (v) – naŋgbaŋ ɖυwυ, welessuu
live (v) - wℇwυ
look (v) - cɔnaυ
lorry station – lɔratizaŋ
lose (v) – lesuu
lost (get) (v) – lebu
a lot (to be) - ɖɔwυ
love - sɔɔlɩm
lunch - wɩsɩ da tɔɔnaɣ
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M
make (v) - labυ
many - sakɩyℇ
man (young) - evebu
March – Tozo fenaɣ
marry ( a woman) (v) - kpaɣυ
marry (a man) - walυυ
May – Nυwa fenaɣ
me - ma
mean (v) - tɔbυ
means (it) - pυdɔbυ
measure (v) - kℇdυυ, maɣzυυ
meat (piece of) – nandυ, nandυnaa
medecine - kɔyℇℇ
meet (v) – yozuu, sυlυυ, katυυ
meeting - kedizaɣ
middle - hℇkυ
milk - naalɩm
miss (v) - lesuu
miss - ɖɔgɔɔ
moment - alυwatυ
month - fenaɣ, fenasi
moon - fenaɣ, fenasi
most - sakɩyℇ

N
name - hɩɖℇ hɩla
necessary – wazaɣ, wazasɩ
neighbor – tabalυ, tabalaa
never - pɩlɩ, kpeɖem
next year - caaɣyɩ

November - Lυŋnoɣ
nothing - pɩtℇkℇ nabυyυ

nice - ɖew, camɩyℇ
nightfall (dusk) - hadℇ lℇdυυ
no - aaɩ
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O
obligation - kɩdzℇyυυ
October - Hɩw fenaɣ
offer - hawυ
office - tυmɩyℇ
officer - sɔsɔ, kaɖɩka
once - kυɖυmam
one, same - kυɖυm
only (just) - yem
open (v) – kuluu, tυlυυ
opinion - maɣzɩm lɩmaɣzɩyℇ
or - yaa
out, outside – awayɩ
own (v) - wℇnaυ

P
pack (v) – kpeluu
pain - wɩzasɩ
pants – pantalaw
paper - takayaɣ hayυυ
party – kasandυ, kυdυkυ
path – nυmaw
peace - laŋhℇzɩyℇ
photo studio - kɩlℇmɩŋ, ɖɩlɩzɩyℇ
pick up (v) - kpℇwυ
pick up from the ground (v) - tɔzυυ
piece - hɔɔlυυ hɔɔlasɩ
pig – afa, afanaa
place - ɖɩdaɣyℇ, ɖeɖe

praise – sam
praise (v) - yɩɣkυυ
pregnant (to make) - hɔ dυwυ
prepare (v) - labυ
prepare dough (v) – mυtυ sawυ
prepare sauce (v) - hiluu
profit - kℇzℇwa
public - ℇyaa da, samaɣ
pull (v) - hɔm

plant cuttings (v) - sɔwυυ
sow (maize, beans) (v) - ɖuwu
pot - ɖewa ɖesi
practice (v) - maɣzυυ
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Q
Quench - ɖezuu
Question - pɔzυtυ, tɔm kɩbɔzɩtυ
Question (v) - pυzυυ
Quickly - ɖasam, lℇℇlℇℇ

R
rabbit - kozoŋa
rainy season - yolɩm
raise (v) – kpazυυ
rather – yaa
read (v) - kalυυ
real - tɩtɩm, sɩŋ
really - tɩtɩm
reason – tovonum wℇnaυ
receive (v) - mυwυ
refuse (v) – kizuu
remain (v) - sℇɣυ
reimburse - pɩsɩnaw
religion - sℇtυ, sɔnzɩ
remember (v) - tɔzυυ
repair (v) - nynɔɔzυυ
repair shop - ɖɩnyɔɔzɩyℇ
repeat (v) – tasυυ, cuzuu
reply (v) - cosuu
rest (v) - hℇzυυ
result - kℇzℇwa
return (v) - pɩsυυ

right now - ɖasam
road - habɩyℇ, haba
room - ɖaŋ, ɖamɩŋ
run (v) - sewu
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S

T

save (v) – nyυw yabυ
say (v) - yɔɔdυ
sea - teŋgu, lɩm sɔsɔm
season – alυwatυ
see (v) – nawυ
send (v) – tiyuu
September – Nakυ fenaɣ
servant – tiyiyu, tiyiyaa
service - tυmɩyℇ, tυma
shave (v) – hυm
short - kitobiyuu, tobi
should - pɩwℇℇ se
shoulder - hazaɣ, hazasɩ
simple - pɩfℇɩ kaɖℇ
single - ɖeke
skin - tomaɣ, tɔnυ
skirt – tevi
sky - ℇsɔdaa
sleep (v) - ɖowu

table - tablɩ
take (v) - kpaɣυ
take out (v) - lɩnaυ
telephone (v) – nimiye mabυ
television - tℇlℇvɩzɔŋ
tell - heyuu
thank (v) - sℇwυ
thanks (giving) - sℇtυ
that – se
then - ℇlℇ, ɖɩnℇ
there - peeɖɩyɔ
think (v) - maɣzυυ
thirst -lɔkɔtυ
ticket - tike
tired (to be) - ɖℇwυ
together - ɖama cɔlɔ
town - tℇtυ
travel (v) – nυmaw wobu
traveler - ℇkɔm

smoke - nyɔsɩ

trousers - pantalaw

so (it is) - pɩgℇ mbυ

true – tovonum, tɩtɩm

soldier - sɔja, sɔjanaa
somebody - nɔɔyυ
something - nabυyυ
somewhere - ɖoli
spend (v) - waakυυ
stand (up) (v) - sɩŋυυ
stomach – hiliw lotu
stone - pɩyℇ, pℇℇ
stop (v) yebu
stop (cause to) (v) - sɩnzυυ
stranger - ℇkɔm, akυma
sweet - leleŋ

U

V

under - pɩdℇℇ
underpants – cocodo kpaɖɩɩ

village - tℇℇ, kɔfɩ, ɖɩɣa, ɖɩsɩ
visit (v) - yℇlυυ, cɔlɔ wobu, kɔm
visitor - ℇkɔm, akɔmaa

pɩdℇℇ cocodo

understand (v) – pɩdaa nɩwu,
nɩwu
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W
wait (v) - ɖaŋυυ
wait for (V) - sɩŋυυ
wake up (v) – fem
walk (v) - ɖɔm
take a walk (v) - yℇlυυ
wallet – pataka, patalanaa

woman (young) - asℇyυ, asℇ
wonderful – maamaaci, sɔŋdυ tɔm
wood - ɖasɩ
write (v) - mawυ
wrong - pɩfℇɩ ɖew

lidiye pataka
- nyɩnυυ, sɔlυυ, cawu

want (v)
wash (v) - nyalυυ
wash clothes (v) - cɔtυυ
wear - suwu
weather - ℇsɔdaa
week - kpɩtaw, kpɩtaŋ, kaatυ,
kaakυ, kɩsɩŋɩyℇ
- ℇbℇ

what
when - ɖoye, alawatυ ŋdυ
where (interrogative) - le
who (relative pronoun) - wei
who (interrogatvie pronoun) - anɩ
why - ℇbℇ
why - ℇbℇ yoo, suwe
wish - sɔɔlɩm
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Y

Z

year - pɩnaɣ, pɩnzɩ
year before last - pɩnde wayɩ
year (last) - pɩnde

zipper - tuzukpɩɖɩɖɩ
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